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A Systematic Methodology to Improve CMOS Transconductors 
for Low Power and Wideband Operation 

Ning Guo, PhD. 

Concordia University, 2000 

A CMOS transconductor is a functiond block which can transfer voltage signals to curent sig- 

nais. Thus, it is a commonly used interface between the physical world and the current signal pro- 

cessing systems. In order not to affect the perfomances of the main curent signal processing 

system, high-performance transconductor structures need to be desigr&. The major concerns of 

modem analog systems include lower power dissipation and wider bandwidth in addition to the 

application related performances, such as, high gain, high linearity and so on. 

Unlike most researches that have been conducted on improving the single performance of a 

transwnductor structure, a systernatic methodology whict targets on the performance-power ratio 

of CMOS transconductors is proposed in this work. The objective funclion defined for optimizing 

the performance-power ratio is a transconductor's fkequency versus power ratio. The significance 

of the fiequency-power ratio is that it represents how much bandwidth a structure can achieve 

while îonsuming unit DC power. A transconductor structure with maximal frequency-power ratio 

provides wider b andwidth than the structure with non-maximal frequency-po wer ratio when both 

consume the same DC power; or on the other hand, the structure with maximal fiequency-power 

ratio consumes less DC power than the non-maximized structure when both operate at the same 

bandwidth. 

Theoretical derivations, numerical calculations as well as HSPICE simulations on various 

transconductor structures are conducted to prove the effectiveness of the proposed optimkation 

methodology. Two test chips are also fabricated and rneasured to venfy the analyses, A few 

transconductor-based analog systems are studied to illustrate the impact of the transwnductor 

optirnization on the system. Other important design issues, such as, environmental variations, are 

also discussed in the work, 
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Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Low-power Low-voltage signal 

Conventionally, analog signal processing has 

processing 

been dominated by processing signals as 

voltages. Transistors have been routinely assembled into voltage oriented circuits and cur- 

rent signals transferred into voltages before next phase of signal processing takes place. 

However, researchers did realize that cment signals can also be employed as design vari- 

ables and current mode signal processing provides some advantages over its voltage mode 

counterpart such as increased bandwidth, higher dynamic range, simpler circuitry and 

lower power dissipation [Il. Theories for current mode circuits had already been studied in 

1960's. Elegant current signal processing building block (although their significance was 

not recognized at the beginning), such as current conveyor 121, was invented in 1960's. 

Nevertheless, the wide spread use and acceptance of current-mode signai processing was 

not considered seriously by researchers until the era of sub-micron IC technological pro- 

cesses flourished. 

In the past two decades, semiconductor technology has experienced a very rapid develop- 

ing pend .  The continuously shrinking transistor feature size enables ultra large scale inte- 

gration. The state-of-art integration level has reached miIIions of transistors on a single 

chip. However, the large integration level results in increasing power wnsumption. There- 

fore, low power consumption becomes a major concem of modem elecîronic designs. An 

effective approach to reduce power dissipation is decreasing supply voltages. However, for 

voltage-mode analog designs, tower supply voltage will result in reduced signal swing and 

lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). On the contrary, ment-mode analog circuits do not 

suffer fiom these performance degradations when supply voltage drops. As the advan- 
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Introduction 

tages of current-mode signal processing become more and more obvious. While the semi- 

conductor technology is capable of implementing current-mode systems successfully, 

designers and manufacturers are starting to re-consider the possibility of current-mode 

implementation of signal processing systems. Current-conveyors are already commer- 

cially available (e.g. AD844) and have fond  applications in many different signal pro- 

cessing systems. 

1.2 CMOS Voltage-to-current converter (transconductor) 

Although current-mode signal processing can provide solutions to many problems which 

were carried out as voltage-mode signal processing, in reality, information in the physical 

world is usually available in the form of voltage signals. Most existing and well-developed 

anaiog electronic s ystems deal wi th voltage variables. Therefore, it is indispensable for 

current-mode signal processing systems to cornmunicate with outside world through some 

form of interface circuits. Two kinds of interface circuits are needed. They are: voltage-to- 

current converter and current-to-voltage converter. Figure 1.1 shows the block diagram of 

a general current mode signal processing system and the necessary interface circuits 131. 

Fig. 1.1 Current-mode Signal Processing System 

The interface which precedes the current-mode signal processing block is narned transcon- 

ductor. The interface which follows the current-mode signal processing block is called 

transimpedance. 

O 

vin 
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Introduction 

The functions of transconductors and transimpedances Ge reversed. Their topologies are 

related. Given one topology, the other one can be implemented using the dual topology of 

the given topology. 

Being the "front end" of a current-mode signal processing system, transconductor is usu- 

ally a crucial part of the system. The overall performances of the system, such as linearity, 

fiequency response and noise, are limited by the performances of the transconductor. Ide- 

ally, a transconductor structure should provide high linearity, low noise, wide bandwidth, 

low power dissipation and insensitivity to the environment variations. A lot of researchers 

have made contributions to develop high performance transconductor structures since 

1 98 0' S. Like other circuits, transconductors can be realized using MOS or BST transistors. 

Different device types (MOS or BJT) result in transconductors which are appropriate for 

di Rerent applications. Since CMOS technology is dominant in digi ta1 system implementa- 

tion, it is desirable to realize analog systems using CMOS technology as well. The reason 

is that employing the same technology, a system which consists of both analog and digital 

circuits cm be integrated into one single chip (system-on-chip). 

1.3 Research Objective and Outline 

The objective of present research is to focus on certain aspects of CMOS transconductors 

and effect some improvements that have not yet been addressed by other researchers in 

this area. While transconductors that are meritonous in several aspects, such as low power, 

Iow voltage, wide bandwidth, high linearity and so on [3,9,14-221 have been intmduced in 

the circuits and systems area, a key performance measure, that is, desired functionality 

versus dc power consumption, has not been addressed at length yet. In the research results 

presented in this thesis, the bandwidth of operation has been chosen as the desired func- 

tionality of a transconductor. A methodology which will improve the efficiency of dc 

power consumption to achieve a given operational bandwidth and vice versa has been 
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developed fiom the research. 

The focus of this research is thus to improve the frequency-power efficiency of CMOS 

transconductors. But the efficiencies of other performances versus power dissipation could 

also be addressed in similar manner. In this research, the fiequency-power-efficiencies of 

various CMOS transconductors are analyzed and optimired. By doing fiequency-power 

efficiency optimization, one can irnprove the frequency performance of a transconductor 

when the power consurnption is fked or reduce the power dissipation of the transconduc- 

tor when the bandwidth characteristic is fixed. 

The outline of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 2, transconductors are classified into sev- 

eral categories according to the operating region of the input transistors. Typical CMOS 

transconductor stnictures in the literature and their advantages and drawbacks are 

reviewed. Chapter 3 introduces and explains the idea of frequency-power optimization. 

The op timization leads to efficient fiequency-power performance. Transcunductor stnic- 

tues  in each category of Chapter 2 are studied and simple single variable optimization on 

the fiequency-power characteristic of the transconductors are performed using analytical 

approach. This, however, restricts the technique to single variable optimization. The theo- 

retical predictions in Chapter 3 are venfied by simulations and experimental tests and the 

results are presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 investigates second order effects on the opti- 

rnization methodology Analytical formulas obtained in Chapter 3 are reviewed- Based on 

the results of chapter 5, in Chapter 6, a more general algorithm is employed for the fie- 

quency-power analysis using multivariable and wnstrained optimization. This rnakes it 

possible to include factors such as mobility reduction and mismatches in the optimization. 

Having optimized the transconductors, it appeared interesting to examine its significance 

on the performances of a transconductor-based system. nierefore, in Chapter 7, the case of 

a transconductor-C filter, based on optimized transconductors, is considered. Simulations 

and experiments are also canied out. In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed 

optimization technique, the charactenstics of the environment are also cunsidered. Envi- 
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ronment variations, process variations as well as noise characteristic are studied in Chapter 

8. Short-channel and narrow-channel efTects are also briefly discussed in Chapter 8. Since 

long-channel models are well-established and understood, long-channel transistors have 

been used to establish the feasibility of the optimization techniques. Chapter 9 provides 

conclusions of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

CM0 S Transconductor Review 

Linear transwnductors (or voltage-to-ment transducers) are fundamental building 

blocks of analog signal processing systern. Their applications include interface circuits, 

continuous-time filters, A D ,  D/A converters, to name a few. Interests on developing high 

performance MOS transconductor structures date back to the early 1980's. In about two 

decades, a lot of stnictures have been proposed and the designs were focussed towards 

high linearity, high fiequency operation and low power dissipation. Although each pub- 

lished transconductor structure employs design technique which reflects the distinctive 

thinking of the developer, cornmon principles do exist among several different structures. 

This is because the operation models of MOS transistors, which are the basic devices for 

any MOS transconductor, are common. In this chapter, we will give a bnef review of the 

existing MOS transconductor structures, explain the basic principles supporting various 

transconductor structures and illustrate the conceptuai structures. 

Before discussing the basic transconductor stnictures, it is worthwhile to have a look at the 

operation models of MOS transistors. MOS transistors can be biased at accumulation 

region, depletion region or inversion region according to the different gate-to-source volt- 

age (va) range. When operating in inversion region, MOS transistors present specific 

drain-current versus gate-voltage transfer characteristics and hence are able to irnplement 

important signal processing iùnctions. The inversion region can be further divided into 

three subregions: strong inversion, moderate inversion and weak inversion [4]. Among the 

three subregions, the moderate inversion region appears to be the most complex region. 

Distributed circuit theory is ofien needed to model transistors operahng in this region [SI. 

Because of the absence of proper model, moderate inversion region is rare1 y used for cir- 
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cuit design and hence will not be discussed in this review. 

The *dely employed MOS operation region is the strong inversion region. The models of 

MOS transistors in the strong inversion region are we1I-established. There are simple mod- 

els and more accurate but complex models. Using parameters of different complexity lev- 

els, the designers are able to analytically predict the performances of their design to 

different degrees of accuracy. Transconductors based on strong inversion MOS transistors 

will be discussed in section 2.1. 

The operation mode1 of MOS transistors in nreak inversion is properly defined and the 

complication level is moderate. Since the transistors operating in weak inversion region 

cm only process very small voltage and current signals, their applications are limited to a 

few specific fields where ve r -  weak signals are expected, for example, biomedical equip- 

ments. Section 2.2 will review the transconductor structure which is based on transistors 

in weak inversion. Section 2.3 summarizes the review. 

2.1 MOS operating in strong inversion region 

The transfer characteristic, that is, r, versus Y,, , for a strongly inverted MOS transistor 

can be expressed by one of the following two equations [6] depending on the actual opera- 

tion region of the transistor. 

where p is the mobility of carriers, C, is the gate capacitance per unit area, w and L are 

the charnel width and length parameters, v,, v,, represent gate-source, drain-source and 

substrate-source voltages respectively, v, is the threshold voltage of the transistor. 

Assuming the channel length modulation is negligible, h in eqns. (2.1)-(2.2) becomes 

zero. Equation (2.1) is usually named "square-law of MOS transistor" and the transistors 
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possessing this transfer property are called "saturated". Transistors whose transfer charac- 

teristic can be expressed by ecp(2.2) are called "linearly operating" or in "triode" opera- 

tion region. 

2.1.1 Transconductors with input MOS transistors in saturation 

region 

Several transconductors which use MOS operation in saturation region have been devel- 

oped in the literature. Transconductors in this category have high values of the transcon- 

ductance factor (gm ). With high g,,, , the tmnsconductor is able to handle large drain-curent 

and the operating fiequency of the transconductor can be high. The basic structure in this 

category is source-coupled di fferential transistor pair. The conceptual circuit is shown in 

Fig. 2-1 [l]. 

current-mirror signal 
processing circuit 

(CMSP) 

Fig. 2.1 Source Coupled differential pair transconductor 

Assume Ml and M2 are perfectly matched and sahirated. Using the square-law for Ml and 

M2, the output current of Fig. 2.1 is aven by 
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where K = -- 'Cor " Several features of the source coupled differential pair transconductor 
2 L -  

are discussed below. 

a. LNtear range. Analysis of eqa(2.3) reveals that to achieve less than 1% nonlinearity, v, 

must be restricted to 1 qd r o . z $ f ~ .  Definhg JGK as the total dynamic v, range of Ml 

and M2 , the linear dynamic range given above is only 20% of the total dynamic range. 

b. Frequency response. The fiequency domain (r = jo, in radianlsec, j = f i )  tramfer 

function of Fig. 2.1 is given by 

where g, is the transconductance, R, is the source resistance, c, , c,, are parasitic capaci- 

tances h m  gate to source and gate to drain respectively. For modem processes, C, and 

c,, c m  be very small and hence very high frequency performance can be obtained. 

c. Noise performance. Consider only thermal noise. The equivalent input referred voltage 

noise is given by 

where zvI is a constant dependhg on the topology and the W / L  ratio of the transistors in the 

cunent mirror circuit. 

Although the source coupled dserential pair transconductor can provide high fiequency 

performance, its extremely small linear range prevents it h m  being widely used. Efforts 

have been put to develop transconductors possessing wider linear range as well as accept- 

able frequency response and noise performance. S everal such linearization techniques are 

discussed in the following sections. 

2.1.1.1 Adaptive biasing technique [7J-[9] 

The principle of adaptive biasing technique is to replace the DC current source rss in Fig. 
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2.1 by an input dependent current source. Figure 2.2 illustrates the conceptual circuit of 

adaptively biased transwnductor. The tail current of Fig. 2.2 consists of a DC constant cur- 

rent terrn and an extra term which is proportional to the square of input differential signal. 

1 CMSP 

Fig. 2.2 Adaptively biased source coupled difrerential pair transconductor 

The output current of Fig. 2.2 is given by 

Io = rDI -IDz  = 

When k = K/2, the transconductor is perfectly linear. In addition, the linear range of each 

transistor is increased by a factor compareci to that of Fig. 2.1 with r,, = I,. The trade- 

off of this technique is the degraded high fiequency response. 

2.1.1.2 Cross coupling technique [8], [IO] 

Figure 2.3 shows the cross-coupled differentid pair structure. 

l CMSP I 

Fig. 2.3 Cross-coupled differential pair transconductor 
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The cross-coupled differential pair achieves higher linearity through the cancellation of the 

odd order nonlinear terms of the two source coupled differential pairs. Analysis shows that 

the odd order distortion term is proportional to I?"/&. The nonlinearity cancellation is 

accomplished by scaling the W/L ratios and tail currents of the two pairs according to 

The linear transconductance of Fig. 2.3 is given by 

where g,,,, and gm2 are the transconductance of outer and inner transistor pair respectively. 

Therefore the transconductance of cross-coupled differential pair is lower than that of sin- 

gle differential pair. Other performances such as frequency and noise of cross-coupled dif- 

ferential pair are almost the same as those of single differential pair. 

2.1 .l.3 Class AB operation [11],[12] 

The principle of class AB transconductors is based on the square law charactenstic of 

MOS transistors. Consider the two MOS transistors in figure 2.4. 

Fig. 2.4 Class-AB operation principle illustration 

Assume Ml and M2 are perfectly matched and are operating in saturation region. Under 
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the condition of constant SM of gate-source voltages, that is, vGs, + v,, = constant, 

Fig. 2.4 possesses the following charactenstics. 

a. The differential drain current I,, -I,, is linearly proportional to the difference of the 

gate-source voltages; 

b. The sum of the drain current r,, +r,, is quadratically related to the difference of the 

gate-source voltages. 

For Fig. 2.4, the differentiaI current is expressed by 

The sum of the gate-source voltages in eqn(2.9) reflects the common-mode input level. In 

order to achieve constant common-mode Ievel, full y-balanced di fferential-mode input sig- 

nal is required for the transconductor. For the cases when such input drive is unavailable or 

difficult to obtain, the linear transfer characteristic will not be reached. The modified struc- 

ture in figure 2.5 can alleviate the requirement of fully-balanced differential-mode inputs. 

Fig. 2.5 An alternative class-AB transconductor 

The output current of Fig. 2.5 is given by 

= 4K(Vxt qh)(Vl - V2) (2.1 O) 

From eqn.(2. IO), one cm see that the linear transconductance cm be attained regardless of 
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whether or not the input signals are fully-balanced. In addition, the sum of the gate-source 

voltage is no longer relying on the common-mode signal. Consequently, the performances 

of the transconductor will not be affected by the common-mode input level. The transcon- 

ductance of Fig. 2.5 is expressed by 

and can be adjusted by changing the bias voltage v,. 

2.1.1.4 Cross-coupled class-AB technique [Ill-[l4] 

We have known that cross-coupling source-coupled differential pair transconductor will 

improve the linearity. Similarly, cross-coupling class-AB operating transwnductor will 

result in enhancement of linearity. Figure 2.6 illustrates the conceptual circuit of cross- 

coupled class- AB transconductor. 

Fig. 2.6 Conceptual circuit of cross-coupled class-AB transconductor 

Assume the four transistors (Ml ,..., M4) are perfectly matched. The output current of Fig. 

2.6 is given by 

r,,, = roi - rDz = m v B -  vss)qd (2- 12) 

where K = UCoxw -- is the aspect ratio of the transistors. Cross-coupled class-AB transcon- 
2 L  
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ductor does not rely on the common-mode input level. If negative resistive load is use4 

the CMRR (common-mode rejection ratio) can be very hi&. ho the r  feature of cross-cou- 

pled class-AB transconductor is the easy hining capability- Transconductance can be 

adjusted through changing v, . The drawback of this technique is the low PSRR (power 

supply rejection ratio) because of the direct relation between transconductance and the 

supply voltage ( v, and v,). 

2.1.1.5 CMOS double pair structures [10],[1~,[18] 

The MOS transistors in the aforementioned transconductor structures can be replaced by 

CMOS double pair (shown in Fig. 2.7). 

Fîg. 2.7 Repiace a single MOS by a CMOS double pair 

The output m e n t  expression of a transconductor with MOS transistors being replaced by 

CMOS double pair is identical to that of its original structure. However, the K and & in 

the original equation should be replaced by K, and ch,, respectively. The lu, and v,,,, 

are defined by 

where K, = ( u c , , w / ~ L ) ~ ~ , ,  , K, = (UC,,W/LL)I NMo,, vchp and v,,, are the threshold voltages 
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of PMOS and NMOS transistors respectively. 

We have mentioned that some linearization techniques (e-g., Fig.2.5) need tunable dc gate- 

to-source voltage. When the source tenninals of the pertinent transistors are connected to 

the power supply, poor PSRR characteristic of that power supply will be resulted in. While 

replacing single channe1 MOS transistor by a CMOS double pair, the gate-source voltage 

of the original structure is replaced by the voltage between the two gate termïnals of the 

CMOS pair. The gate-gate bias voltage adjustment of a CMOS pair will not affect its sup- 

ply voltages, which are comected to the drain terminais of the input MOS transistors, any 

more (because of the large gate-source resistance). Therefore higher PSRR can be 

achieved for the CMOS pair based transconductor. The disadvantage of CMOS pair based 

transconductor is the reduction of input linear range due to the increase in the threshold 

voltage ( v,, 1- 

2.1.1.6 Frequency response irnprovement technique [19],[20] 

The pnnciple of improving frequency performance of a transconductor is to reduce (or 

eliminate if possible) the intemal nodes. Without any interna1 nodes, the frequency 

response of the transconductor will be determined by the capacitances at the input/output 

nodes and the transconductor is able to 

frequency of MOS transistors. Circuits 

quen cy transconduc tor. 

I 

- 
(a) Nauta's Structure 

operate probably up to fT , that is, the unity gain 

given in Fig. 2.8 are two examples of high fie- 

VI v.. 

(b) Singh's Structure 

Fig. 2.8 High frequency transconductor structures 
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Fig. 2.8(a) has differential input and differential output. It is noticeable that except the two 

input nodes (Vi+ and Vi-), al1 the other nodes are either comected ü, the output node V, or 

connected to V,-. Fig. 2.8@) has single input and single output. The parasitic capacitances 

that could affect the fiequency performance are dl connectai with the input and output 

nodes. By avoiding intemal nodes, both Fig. 2.8(a) and (b) achieve high fiequency opera- 

tion. 

2.1.2 Transconductors based on input transistors in linear region 

So far we have been discussing transconductors with input-MOS transistors operating in 

saturation region. Transconductors can also be implemented using MOS transistors operat- 

ing in the linear region. The rnodel equation was given in eqa(2.2). Such type of transcon- 

ductor has simple circuitry, easy tunability and zero quiescent power dissipation [l]. 

(a) triode operating MOS (b) Two-MOS structure (c) Four-MOS structure 

Fig. 2.9 Transconductors based on linearly operating MOS 

Consider Fig. 2.9(a). The drain current 1, of a linearly operating MOS transistor is propor- 

tional to its drain-source voltage V, (see eqn.(2.2)) and can be adjusted by the gate-source 

voltage v,, . Using more accurate transistor model, the drain curent of Fig . 2.9(a) can be 

related to the drain and source voltages of the transistor by 
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where G is the inverse of ~C~JFWL>V,,, g( ) is a nonlinear function and can be firther 

expressed by g(x) = ~ J X )  -go (XI . go ( ) and g,( ) represents odd function and even function 

respectively. Fig. 2.9(a) sometimes is inserted in the source terminals of a source coupled 

difierential pair transconductor as an active resistor to improve the linearity of the 

transconductor (source degeneration) [21],[22]. Fig. 2.9@) and (c) can achieve a linear 

transconductor thernselves if designed properly. For Fig. 2.9@), assuming Y, = -Y,, 

X, = x,, and the two transistors are perfectly matched, the differential drain current is 

given by 

where go( ) is the odd part of g( 1. Obviously, the even order nonlinear terms are cancelled 

out in this structure. For Fig. 2.9(c), assuming M 1 and h42 are matched, so are M3 and M4, 

the differential current of Fig. 2.9(c) can be expressed by 

Fig. 2.9(c) possesses the following features: 

a. Both even and odd nonlinear ternis are eliminated. 

b. Either X terminais or Y terminals can be used to input ac signals. 

c. No fully-balanced requirement for the input ac signals. 

d. The transconductance can be hined by changing the DC bias voltages on X or Y termi- 

nais. 

The transconductors discussed in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are based on transistors that are 

operating in the same region, that is, either saturation or triode region. It is also possible to 

employ transistors of different operation region in a transconductor structure. Since such 

implemented transconductors have distinctive 1-V transfer characteristic and linearity per- 

formance, it is better to consider them as a new transconductor class that is diflerent h m  
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those described in sections 2.1.1 and 2- 1.2. 

2.1.3 Transconductors based on MOS transistors operating in satu- 

ration and linear regions [23]-[25] 

The conceptual structure of the transconductors which employ transistors operating in both 

saturated and linear regions is given in Fig. 2.10(a). It consists of two stacked transistors, 

Ml  and M2. The upper transistor (MS) is operating in saturation region. The lower transis- 

tor(M1) is in linear region. Input signal is fed into the gate terminal of Ml, therefore Ml is 

the dominant transistor of the structure. The transistor M2 is indispensable for the structure 

because it controls the drain voltage of Ml via adjusting the dc voltage at its gate terminai 

(Le., VJ. By properly choosing V,, the drain-source voltage of Ml can be Iunited to 

vDs< va, - vth and hence the Iinear operation of Ml is attained. 

(a) Cascode structure (b) Coben's structure 

Fig. 2.10 Conceptual circuit of transconductors with input-MOS in mixed operating 

regions 

In addition, af'ter inserting M2, the output node becomes the drain of M2, thus the output 

resistance of the transconductor cm be greatly increased. Employing two identical Fig. 

2.10(a) structures and using filly-balanced ac inputs to irnplement a transconductor, better 

linearity can be achieved. The structures shown in Fig. 2. IO@) can provide higher Iuiear- 

ity than that of Fig. 2.1 O(a). In Fig. 2.1 O@), Ml -M2 branch is identical to Fig. 2.1 O(a), M3 
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is parallel with M1-M2 branch and operating in saturation region. The higher linearity 

results fiom the fact that the distortion terms of saturated and linearly-operating transistors 

have opposite polarity [25]. Since the output current ru is the summation of the current of 

M1-M2 branch and M3 branch, the distortion of r, will be lower than that of each single 

branch. Cross-coupled comection of two units as in Fig. 2.10(b) and employing Mly-bal- 

anced input ac signals will result in even better linearïty performance. 

2.2 MOS operating in weak inversion region 

The transfer characteristic of a MOS transistor in weak inversion region is given by 

where r,, and n are process parameters. rD, - p ~ o , ~ ( n ~ , i 2 / e 2  , the typical value for n is 2. 

v, = - in which k is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin and 4 is the 
4 

charge quantity of an electron. V, is the threshold voltage. Y,, , V, and v,, are bulk to 

source, drain to source and gate to source voltage respectively. W and L are the channel 

width and length parameters. 

Considering eqn.(2-28), one can see that the transfer characteristic of weaWy inverted 

MOS is similar to that of a BJT transistor. Thus by replacing BJT transistors in a circuit 

with a weakly inverted MOS transistor, similar transfer function can be achieved. A simple 

structure is source coupled differential pair of Fig. 2.1 1. 

1 CMSP 1 

Fig. 2.11 Transconductor with weakly inverîed input-MOS 
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Although Fig. 2.1 1 looks exactly the same as Fig. 2.1, the transfer characteristic of Ml and 

M î  are completely different for Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.1 1. The former follows eqn.(2.1) 

whereas the latter follows eqn.(2.18). The differential output current for Fig. 2.1 1 is given 

by W I  

where v, is the differential input 

Vid Lt =  IO^^^ (2.19) 

voltage, n and v, are the same as those in eqn.(2.18). If 

v, is less than snv, , r,,, can be approximately expressed by 1,5 and hence is linearly 
2n Vr 

related to the differential input voltage v, . 

2.3 Summary 

In this chapter, various linear MOS transconductor structures existing in the literahire 

have been reviewed. The transfer characteristics of input-MOS transistors are employed as 

the basis of transconductor classification. The emphasis is put on the transconductors with 

input transistors working in strong inversion region. This is because the models of MOS 

transistors in this region are well-established and transconductors based on MOS transis- 

tors in strong inversion region are widely used in practical applications. As a consequace, 

the following chapten will focus prïncipdly on the transconductors built fiom MOS tran- 

sistors in strong inversion. 
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Chapter 3 

Transconductor Frequency-Power Efficiency 
Optimization 1: Unconstrained Single 
variable Op timization 

With the deveiopment of semiwnductor technology, the component densities on a single 

integrated chip are increasing dramatically. Currently, the integration level has reached 

more than 15 million transistors per chip (Alpha 21264, 1996). Implementing a complete 

system on a single chip (Le., system-on-a-chip) is no longer a dream. However, the large 

component count on a single chip will naturally lead to increased power dissipation of the 

chip. It has been found that when power dissipation is over a particular Iimit, portability 

will be a problem. This is because the power dissipation will result in heat accumulation 

which will either make the chip malfimction or greatly reduce the lifetime of the chip. 

Therefore, cooling component, which usually has big volume and heavy weight, must be 

attached with the chip. The effective way of employing highly integrated chips without 

losing the portability is either reducing the absolute power dissipation or improving the 

power efficiency so that better performance c m  be achieved for certain amount power 

consumption. There are two phases to accomplish the power dissipation reduction. One is 

to develop completely new circuit topology in which Iow power is the major concern, for 

instance, rnicropower systems. The other is to optirnize the existing circuit topologies in 

terms of power dissipation. Phase one is very promising because it c m  effectively exploit 

the advanced features that the modern semiwnductor technology can provide. But it usu- 

ally requires longer design and test cycle before becoming a commercial product. On the 

opposite, optimizing the existing designs may not Iead to such a good result as method one 

can achieve, but it has the advantages of low cost and short time-to-market. In addition, a 
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systematic optimization methodology c a .  be applied to newly developed topologies as 

What we are interested in here is the second phase: optimizing CMOS transconductors in 

te- of their power dissipation. The objective of the optimization is the fiequency-power 

efficiency of CMOS transconductors. Section 3.1 introduces the criterion proposed for the 

optimization. Section 3.2 presents the mathematical expressions and general results of the 

optimization. Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 apply the optimization methodology to CMOS 

transconductor structures with two- , four- and eight-input MOS transistors respectively. 

While optimizing the transconductor structures, physicd aspects are also taken into con- 

sideration. For each transconductor structure, only one of the design variables is used for 

optimization and no constraints are set for the optimization. Therefore the optimization is 

said to be unconstrained single variable optimization. Section 3.6 summarïzes the conclu- 

sion. 

3.1 gapdiss: frequency-power efficiency of transconductors 

Optimizing CMOS transconductors with respect to a particular performance is not a new 

idea. Some researchers have already taken optimization into consideration when they pro- 

posed a transconductor stnicture[27]. However, none of the systematic CMOS trariscon- 

ductor optimization method discussed here has been reported in the Iiterature. 

It is hown that delay-power product is a very important feature of a digital design. Mini- 

mizing delay-power-product is always a goal no matter which digital system is under con- 

sideration. Similarly, we cm consider a specific performance parameter of the 

transwnductor structure with its power dissipation and define an optimizable figure of 

merit. For example, one cm define fiequency-power ratio, linearity-power ratio and noise- 

power product as design critena. Then the right direction of performance improvement 

will be maximizing the first two ratios and minimizing the 1st  product. Our research is 
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dealing with the critenon of frequency-power ratio which desmies the frequency-power- 

efficiency of a transconductor. The intrinsic operating bandwidth of an unloaded transcon- 

ductor is determined by the raho of its ac transconductance and the parasitic capaci- 

tances associated with the output transistors. The parasitic capacitances of a fixed size 

transistor depend only on the technology parameters, such as gate-drain or gate-source 

overlap capacitors, and hence can be taken as a constant value. Therefore, the bandwidth 

of a transconductor is eventually decided by its ac transconductance. So the fiequency- 

power-ratio of a transconductor cm be represented by g, jpdaS ratio. Assuming certain 

amount of power dissipation, the transconductor with high g,c /~diss  can achieve wider 

bandwidth than the one with low gaCpdiSs ; altematively, assumùig certain operating band- 

width is required, the transconductor with high g , / ~ , ~ ~  will conSume less power than the 

one with low gaC/pdhS. Maximizuig the g , , / ~ ~ , ~  will result in highest fiequency-power 

efficiency, which is a very desirable feature of a transconductor. 

3.2 General view on gagdiss characteristic of CMOS transconduc- 
tors 

Assume the availability of a voltage or current variable (say, x) which determines gac and 

P,,, . By adjusting 2 optimally, the f u n c t i ~ n j ( ~ ) = ~ ~ j ~ , ~ ,  can be maximized. Since in a 

MOS transistor, the transconductance is proportional to the square rmt  of the dc current 

(saturated operation) or linearly proportional to the dc current (linear operation), and the 

dc current is proportional to the square or higher power of voltages applied to the gate ter- 

minal (Le., VGSVth), so the transconductance will most nahnally be proportional to the 

voltage variable (i.e., x ). Sirnilarly, being the product of a dc voltage and a dc current, the 

pdi, will be proportional to the square or higher power of x . Thus it is very reasonable to 

assume that the dependence of pdi3, on x will be at least one degree higher than that of gac . 

In other words, the degree of the numerator off(x) will be less than that of the denomina- 
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tor by one or a higher nimiber. Let us consider a few conceptual possibilities. 

Case 1. Consider that Xx)= &/(a~+ fi) . Such expression occurs when the gac is a linear 

function of the variable r (i-e., g,, = EX) while the P,, has the f o m  of P,, = aïz + P x -  

4 $ and E. are constants. Following the routine of function maximization with respect to 

x , it tums out that the extremum offfx) is A-; at x = -$/a- 

Case 2. ConsiderAx)= (% +c)/(ax2 + + y )  , where a, $,y, 6 and E are constants. Mathe- 

matical optimization shows that the two extrernums of A x )  are located at 

X  = 
- a& * k=)' - + a ~ 6 ~  . The r which has the positive sign before J symbol cor- 

a6 
responds to the rnax i rn~mj(~) .  The other one leads to the minimumj(x). If E. = O ,  the 

extremums appear at x = I Y. When a& is positive, x = L J g  will lead to the maximum of 

fCx). Otherwise x = - will lead to the maximum, 
4 E  

Case 3. Consider Ax )= (ex2 + qy + A ) / ( ~ ~  + pX2 + y~ + 6) . An example of the transconductor 

structure which has such ggc/pdiSS characteristic is the draidsource-biased saturated input- 

MOS transconductor. Detailed analysis on such structure will be given in later sections. 

Equating the first order derivative ofAx) to zero, we find that the extremums ofAx) hap- 

pen at the solutions of the following equation: 

The reai roots (positive or negative) of eqn(3.l) will be acceptable solution~.j(~) could be 

maximum or minimum when x equaIs to one of the solutions. 

The above analyses are at abstract level. Depending upon which of the three abstract cases 

aises during the analysis of a particular transconductor structure, its optimization result 

can be easily obtained by replacing the symbols in the abstract formulas wïth proper 

design variables of the transconductor. 

3.3 O ptimizing g,fldi,, for two-input-MOS transconductors 

Now let us consider the linear transconductor structures, that is, the transconductors which 

have linear voltage-current transfer characteristic. The simpf est linear CMOS transconduc- 
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tors are based on two-input-MOS transistors, for example, the source coupled differentid 

pair transconductor. The input transistors can operate in strong or weak inversion regions 

(Chapter 2). Consequently, there can be four possible modes of operation: (i) saturated 

two-input-MOS transconductor, (ii) Iinear-operating two-input-MOS transconductor; (iii) 

weakly-inverted two-input-MOS transconductor and (iv) mixed-operating two-input-MOS 

transconductor. In this section we will optimize the g,,/~,,, for various two-input-MOS 

transconductors. 

3.3.1 Transconductors with gate-biased input MOS operating in 
saturation region 

Figure 3.1 shows the network under consideration. 

Fig. 3.1 Conceptual diagrarn of the transconductor 

The transconductor with this configuration has the following Imt and Pd, expressions 

(ignorïng channel length modulation): 

where K = ~pcoc,,( WIL ) , v, is the threshold voltage, v,, and v,, are the instantaneous sig- 
2 

nals (ac plus dc), Le. 

v ~ ~ l  = +vgsl v~~~ = V ~ ~ 2  + Vgs2 (3.3) 
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where v,, are the dc components and v, are the ac components. 

2 2 
Pdiss = KC(VCSI (v~n-Vth) I('dd- YSSI 

where v, and v, are positive and negative power supplies respeciively. 

3.3.1.1 Equal input common-mode signal 

Assume vGs, = v,, = vGs , v,,, = -V = va/:! . Using eqns.(3.2)-(3.4) we can derive gs2 

Therefore 

gac - - -  1 

pdïss ( 'GS - vth ( 'dd - '3s 
(3 -7) 

Taking v,, as independent variable x , eqm(3.7) has the same fom as that of the abstract 

Case 1. It has been known that for a MOS transistor to work in strong inversion region, its 

gate-source voltage must be greater than the threshold voltage (i.e., va> v,). Therefore, 

eqn(3.7) will monotonically decrease as v,, increases. When v,, approaches vth, the 

g,,/~, goes toward infinity. Although the theoretical maximum of eqa(3.7) (Le., infin- 

ity) is not physically reachable, it gives us an idea that for this kind of transconductor 

stnicture, higher g,,/~,, c m  be expected when v,, is getting cioser to v, . 

3.3.1.2 Unequal input common-mode signal 

Now it is assumed that va, t v,, and v,,, = -v,, = vi,/2 . The ac transconductance and 

dc power dissipation are found to be 

and 
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The gapdiSS is obtained as 

In eqn(3.1 O), either va, or v,, can be used as the independent variable for ~,cP,u, opti- 

mization while the rest of the voltages are assurned to be constants. Comparing eqn.(3.10) 

with the expression of general Case 2 in section 3.2, the similarity is obvious. Replacing 

the symbols in the optimization result of general Case 2 by proper voltages of eqn.(3.10) 

and assuming va, and vGm are independent, the optimal vGsIv2 can be determined from 

eqns. (3.1 1) and (3.1 2). 

If v,,, and v,, are related to another wntrol voltage v, by va, = CX, v, , vGs2 = q v, , 
eqn.(3.10) can be re-written as 

Eqn(3.13) can also be optimized according to general case 2 and the optimal vc can be 

expressed by 

The above case, i.e., vGS,/V,, = a,/%, arises when VGs, and vGs2 are obtained from a 

potential division network over which the total potential is vc . Quite often, in a MOS 

voltage division network, V, is generated by a bias current Ib, in a biasing MOS tran- 

sistor, that is, ~~=JrbioJ/K'+ q h ,  where r is the aspect ratio of the pertinent transistor. 

Under such circumstance, the ga,/p,_ optimization cm be carried out with respect to 

Ji, . The optimal I h  can be expressed by 
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where v ,,,, is given in eqn.(3.14). 

Considenng the feasibility of the optimal results, the optimal va,, , and v, obtained fiom 

above equations must sans@ the requirement of v,,> v, . When the optimization is done 

"th respect to i,,, , only positive I,,,,, is acceptable. Transmnductors with two-input- 

MOS transistors and having unequal input common-mode signals have not been studied 

extensively in the open literature. This is mainly due to the poor linearity characteristic of 

such kuid of structure. This will be discussed in more details in Chapter 5. 

3.3.2 Transconductors with DraidSource-biased input MOS oper- 
ating in saturation region 

The control voltage of a saturated-operating transconductor can also be applied to the 

drain or source terminal of a MOS transistor. While biased at drain/source terminal, the 

instantaneous voltages (dc plus ac) on the gate terminais are fixed. The tuning of the 

transconductor's performances will be achieved by adjusting the drain/source biases. The 

conceptual diagrams of PMOS and NMOS structures are shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and (b). For 

PMOS structure, Vdl and Vd2 are the source bias voltages; for NMOS structure, VSI and 

Vs2 are the source bias voltages. 

(4 (b) 

Fig. 3.2 DrainlSource-biased sahuieted-operating transconductor 

Applying the square-law mode1 to Ml and M2 and assuming Ml and M .  are perfectly 

matched, the gapdisS of Fig. 3.2(a) and (b) can be expressed by eqn.(3.16) and (3.1 7) 
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for PMOS structure and 

for NMOS structure. 

In eqx~(3.16) , 

ï h e  x of eqn.(3.17) is defined as v,, - vs2 - The b,, ,, &, of eqn.(3.17) are similar to 

eqns.(3.19)-(3 2 2 )  with Vd, - V,, , vd2 - vc2 and vd2 - V, being replaced by -( Vsz - VcI ) , 

-(cl - v,) and vd - v,, respectively In the following, we will show the optimization proce- 

dures for PMOS structure . NMOS structure cm be optimized similady. 

The g,JPdiss of PMOS source-biased transconductor (Le., eqn.(3.16)) has the same form 

as that of abstract case 3 with e = O. Replacing the symbols in eqn.(3.1) by proper voltages 

in eqn.(3.16), the following equation can be derived. 

where 
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For the PMOS source-biased transconductor to operate properly, the inequalities of 

must be satisfied. The solution of eqn.(3.23) which meets the requirement of (3.25) will 

be the acceptable optimization result. 

3.3.3 Mixed saturated-triode-operating input-MOS transconductor 

We have explained the operating principle of mixed input-MOS transconductor structure 

in Chapter 2. Here we will study its gaPduS ratio and find out the biasing condition which 

can lead to highest gac/PdisS ratio. Figure 3.3(a) and (b) are the concephial structures of 

mixed input-MOS transconductors. The drain current rouf cm be mirrored out by ernploy- 

ing a current mirror as the active load of the structures. 

Fig. 3 3  Mixed saturated-triode-operating transconductor 

Since the cascoded transistor Ml is mainly used to ensure linear operation of M2, the 

branch current (i.e., ro,,) is deterrnined by the voltage-curent transfer characteristic of M2. 

Using the linear operation mode1 for M2, the ac transconductance and dc power dissipa- 

tion of Fig. 3.3(a) are obtained as 
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where VGS and Vm are the gate-source and drain-source voltage of transistor M .  respec- 

tively. According to eqns.(3.26) and (327), the gapdisS-ratio is obtained as 

Consider optimizing eqn.(3 -28) with respect to v, . Theoreticdly, when v,, = 2( v,, - G) , 

gapdiss  will be infhity- However, for hi12 to remain in linear operation, it must have 

O < r > s ~  vGS- v,, . With this restriction, gaPdisS becornes a monotonically increasing func- 

tion of v,, . Moving v,, towards v,, - v, will lead to higher gCIc/PdisSS 

Because Fig.3.3 (b) needs to be paired to implement a linear transconductor, its optimiza- 

tion will be discussed in the four input-MOS section. 

3.3.4 Linearly-operating input-MOS transconductors 

In section 2.1.2, a linear transconductor structure consisting of two input MOS transistors 

operating in linear region (Fig. 2.9(b)) were studied. The structure is re-drawn as follows. 

The output current of such transconductor was given by eqn.(2.16) and is repeated below. 

at the condition Y, = -Y, and X, = x2. 

The dc power dissipation of this transconductor structure is given by 

pdiSs = Y C ~ ~ ( W / L ) ( ~ -  9 + 2v(x, - G)] (3.30) 
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Because the bias voltage can be input into either gate (x, ) or the draidsource (Y, ) termi- 

nal, the gL2JPdiss can be optimized with respect to x, or Y, depending on where the bias 

voltage is fed, 

Assume ac input signals are fed into Y terminais of the transconductor, i-e., Y, = V, + v and 

X, is fixed . Neglecting the odd order nonlinear term ~ J Y ,  ) in eqn.(3.29), we obtained 

The gCIJPdisS op timization reveals that when 

g,/Pd,, is rnaxixnized. However, physical restrictions for the transconductor to operate 

properly require vc x, - V, and vc V, cx, - V, Therefore, the optimization result of 

eqr~(3.32) is not feasible. Under the circumstance of vcx, - v,, smaller V, will lead to 

higher gcI&?diss - 

Assurning the input signals are fed into X, terrninals, that is, X, = V, + V ,  and neglecting 

third and higher order nonlinear terms gO(yl in eqn.(3.29), we get 

The maximal is found at 

The feasibility of eqn.(3.34) m u t  be examuied by the inequalities of (3.35). 

y,,- Vr>max(Yl,-Y,) , V<min(Y,,-Y,) (3.35) 
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According to eqn.(2.19), for 1 vi4 c sn v, , linear transconductance can be achieved by 

weakly-inverted two-input-MOS transconductor structure. The ac transwnductance is 

expressed by g,, = 1,/(2nv,) .  The power dissipation of weakly-inverted two-input-MOS 

transconductor has the expression of P,~, = I,J vdd - Y,) . Thus, the gCIPdbS of this 

transconductor structure is a constant and hence c m  not be optimized. 

3.4 Optimizing g,JPdis, for four input-MOS transconductors 

Two-input-MOS transwnductors have very simple architectures but usually sufier from 

very small linear range. Many circuit design techniques which can be used to improve the 

linearity of the basic MO-input-MOS transwnductors were discussed in Chapter 2. One of 

the effective methods for improving linearity is cross-coupled connection of a pair of two- 

input-MOS transwnductors. This technique leads to fotx-input-MOS transconductors, 

which can provide better linearity as well as simple circuit architecture. Four-input-MOS 

transconductors are widely used in literaîure. 

3.4.1 Transconductors 4 t h  input MOS operating in saturation 
region 

When operating in saturation region, MOS transistors can carry large current (in the range 

of tens of a). Many linear transconductor structures are implemented using saturated- 

operating input-MOS transistors to achieve higher output m e n t .  Fig. 3.4 shows the con- 

ceptual circuit of a saturated-operating gate-biased f & n p u t - ~ O ~  transwnductor. The 

t e m  "gate-biased" refers to that the adjustable bias voltages are fed into the gate terminais 

of the input transistors. 
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Big. 3.4 Conceptual diagram of Four-input-MOS transconductor 

Ignoring channel length modulation, we can write: 

The output differential current Io,, and the power dissipation Pd,, are expressed as 

Iout = (Il + r 2 ) - ( I 3 + r 4 )  = (1, - r 4 ) + ( i 2 - 1 3 )  

In order for the transconductor to have Iinear ac transconductance, Y,,, - V G S 2 ,  vGS3 -vGS4 

should be linearly related to the differential ac signal V ,  . This can be achieved, for exam- 

ple, by setting 
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In the above, VGn, VW, VGS3 and VGs4 are adjustable dc bias voltages. By properly 

choosing the dc bias voltages and the phases of ac signals, transconductors governed by 

different g,, expressions can be realized. Considenng al1 the possible conditions, there 

emerges eighteen different ac input phase combinations in total. These eighteen phase 

combinations can be grouped to nine sets in terms of t5eir simïlarity of gCIpdisS expres- 

sions. Table 3.1 Iists the phase sets concemed- 

Table 3.1 Polarity of ac component vid/2 

The dc biases within each of the two transistor pairs @41,hO),(M3,M4) can be balanced or 

unbalanced. The gaJPdisS expressions and the correspondhg optimization resdts will be 

different for balance-biased and unbalance-biased cases. Both cases are discussed in the 

Phase set 

I 
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followuig sections. 

3.4.1.1 By pair balanced input common-mode signa1 

In this case, we assume v,,, = v,, = V, , vGs3 = vGS4 = vb . Four different expressions are 

possible for rou, . They are 

Eqn.(3.44) holds for phase set 1 in Table 3.1. Eqn.(3 -45) holds for phase set 2, eqn.(3.46) 

holds for phase sets 3,4 and 9 whiie eqm(3.47) holds for phase sets 5,6 and 8. Obviously, 

phase set 1 is ideal if dependence of I,, on ch of the transistors is undesirable. 

The dc power dissipation expressions for al1 cases are the same and is given by 

where K = PC,,( WIL ) for the correspondhg MOS transistor. 

The two voltage variables, V, and Vb , can be independently controlled or be dependent on 

each other through another voltage V, by V, = a, v,, V, = a, v, . The optimization results 

for independent (V, Vb) and dependent (V,, Vb) cases are provided in Table 3.2 (a). 

Because a bias voltage can be generated by passing a bias cument through a diode-con- 

nected MOS transistor, the gaPdi,, of a transconductor cm also be optimized with respect 

to the bias current r,,. The relation between the bias voltage and the bias current is 

I,,, = K ( v ~ , ~ , -  v,12 , where x* is the aspect ratio of the diode-connected transistor. The 

optimal bias current of each phase set which will lead to optimal gIIc/pdisS is aiso given in 

Table 3.2. For some transconductor structures [25]-[27], the total cwent  of the circuit 
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needs to be held as a constant, that is, Cr = I * ~ .  In such case, the Pd,, cm be expresse- by 

(1, + nia )( v,, - VJ , where Ib is the bias current which generates the necessary bias voltage 

and n is a constant representing the number of biasing nodes needed in the transconductor. 

Taking 1' as the optimizable variable, the optima1 Ib is decided by n, 1, and the aspect ratio 

s of the bias transistor. Table 3.2(b) lists the optimization results of Ib for d l  the phase 

sets as well. Since phase set 7 works as a linear transconductor only when input common- 

mode signals are unbdanced, the analyses conducted and the results obtained in this sec- 

tion are not applicable to it. The optimization on phase set 7 will be discussed in the fol- 

lowing section. 

Table 3.2 (a) Optimum dc bias voltage expressions for balance-biased four-hput- 
MOS transconductors 

Phase set 1 Optimum control voltage 
- -  1 Independent Case 

3&4 

Optimum control current 1 

Independent Case 

vclopl = - ( V b - 2 v f h ) f  

5-8,17,I8 

& 9-12,15,16 

Dependent Case 

independent Case (5-8,17,18) 

v b i o p r = v c  v c l o p r = v r h  

Independent Case (9- 12,15,16) 

Y = Yb 
4opr ' b ~ q t t  = 'th 

Dependent Case I 

- - - - - - - 

Dependent Case (5-8.1 7,18) 

Dependent Case (9- 12,15,16) 
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Table 3.2 @) Optimum dc bias current expressions for balance-biased four-input- 
MOS transconductors 

1 Phase set Optimum control current 

independent Case 

Independent Case 

Dependent Case 

Optimum control current 

I, being constant: 
1 .  

Dependent Case 

= n(-50pr -  th) 

I, being constant: 

Dependent Case 

For phases 9-12,15,16 

Assuming vb is a constant, when vc = vCopt the optimal g,,/pdiss of the four phase set 

groups in Table 3.2 are obtained and shown below. 

when VCWb ; 
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when VcWb . 

3.4.1.2 By pair unbalanced input common-mode signal 

Assume each transistor pair in Fig. 3.1 is unbalance-biased, that is, va, t vGn , 

Va, t vGs4. The output current which was defined in eqn.(3.40) needs to be modified for 

each ac phase set in Table 3.1. To ensure linear ac transcunductance, additional conditions 

of the bias voltages are needed for some phase sets. In general, the output current will 

wnsist of a t e m  which is linearly dependent upon the input differential signal plus a term 

which is not dependent upon the input signal (i-e., dc offset). The g,CpdisS optimization of 

unbalance-biased four-input-MOS transconductors can be carried out with respect to any 

one of the four bias voltages ~ ~ ~ 1 %  v,,, , v,, and v,,, . To obtain a flavor of the scenario, 

the analysis on phase 1 is given below. 

- Assume v , ,  - vGn - v,,, - Y,,, = vdin for phasing 1 .  The gCIJPdiSS has the expression of 
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VGSi, VGS3 are independent 

Taking v,,, as the independent variable and other DC voltages as constants, eq~~(3.54) 

can be optimized with respect to vGs, and the result is 

If v,, is chosen as the independent variable for the optimization, the result is 

ûptimization can also be done with respect to vdvf = v,,, - V,, = V,, - vGs4 and the result 

is 

VGS1, VGS3 are dependent 

Assume vGSI and v,, are both linearly dependent on another DC voltage vr . v,,, to 

vGs4 are then expressed as 

where a, t q . Substituting eqn.(3.58) into eqa(3.54) , we have got 

There are two dc control voltages : V, and V& in eqn.(3.59). Their optimal values are 

given by eqns.(3.60) and (3 -6 1) respectively. 

Similar analyses can be applied to other phase sets. Taking one of the four bias voltages as 

the independent variable at a time, the formulas of optimal VGsl to VGs4 can be obtained. 
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Appendix A lists the optimal bias voltage formulas for al1 phase sets in Table 3.1. Table 

3.3 presents the expressions of maximum gCIc/pdiSS with respect to V& Similar results 

c m  be obtained for bias voltages VGS2 - VGS4 . 

Table 3.3 Maximum gac/PdiSs expressions for unbalance-biased four-inp~t-MOS 
transcanductors 

Pk(17.18) = (c + d)/[(b2 + c2) +d)(vdd - vSs) 
hTable3.3, b=v,,,-v, , c = ~  ~ s 3 - ' r h  9 = ' (354- Y*h 9 Tl = c 2 - 2 ,  

Since al1 the 6, c and d have positive values (due to the physical restrictions for MO S tran- 

sistors to operate properly), assuming VGS2-VGS4 have the same values for ail phase sets, 

it can be easity fond that 

( s a p d i s s )  1.2 ' kac?dis.s)3.4 

ka/Pdiss)5, 8' kac/ iPdd6.9-  14 

However, due to the overwhelming 3-D searching space introduced by the changes of 6, c 

and d, it is prohibitive to obtain a simple relation among all the optimal g,&,s in Table 

3.3. Hence, numerical-based cornparison is necessary and one example will be presented 

in later Chapters. 

Previous analyses have clearly revealed that the optimum gapdiss can be different for the 

same transconductor structure at different phase combinations of the ac input signds. In 

reality, the net small signal differential output cment varies with respect to the relative 

phase of the input small signal differential voltages. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.S(a)-Cc) for 

phase sets 1,2 and 3. 
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Fig. 3.5 Physical relation between ac phashg and output current 

Assuming the absolute values of il,i2, -2, are the same for Fig. 3.5(a)-(c), different g,, for 

the three cases can be obtained as a r&t of different current directions. The different val- 

ues of ga, gives nse to different g,pdiss because the amount of power dissipation of the 

three cases are the same. 

At this point, it may be interesting to elaborate on the concept of dc offset and relative 

phasings of the input ac signals. Difference in the phasings of the ac signal can be con- 

ceived of as a de facto offset, but it does not constitute a dc offset. Frorn the above discus- 

sions, it becomes clear that a dc offset between the two halves of the transconductor 

structure (between the transistors in the two-MOS structure and between the pairs of tran- 

sistors in the four-MOS structure) facilitates maximization of the ratio. This 

observation may not be very novel since changed bias conditions are likely to change the 

dc power dissipations and hence lead to changed values of gDJPdisS . A more novel infor- 

mation is the knowledge that the maximal values of c m  be increased by suitable 

choice of the relative phasing of the input ac signals. This phenornenon c m  be observed 

clearly in Chapter 4 when numerical analyses are conducted. This finding and its signifi- 

came can be expressed as follows: Assuming the dc biases are the same for al1 phase sets, 

the corresponding g,#'disS of each ac phase set is different. So the designer has two 

degrees of freedom to mawimize the gCIc/PdisS ratio, that is, (i) choose an optimum dc offset 

value; andior (ii) choose an optimum ac signal phasing. 
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3.4.2 Transconductors with draidsource-biased input MOS oper- 
ating in saturation regioo 

The control voltages of a four-input MOS transistors can also be applied to the drain or 

source tenninals and hence l eads to draidsource-biased saturated-operating transconduc- 

tor structures. Fig. 3.6 depicts the schematic of draidsource-biased transconductor stnic- 

ture with PMOS transistors being the input transistors. 

1 CMSP 1 

Fig. 3.6 DrainISource-biased transconductor 

By combining the four branch currents of Fig. 3.6 in different ways and denving the corre- 

sponding ac transmnductance expressions, three combinations are found to be able to 

result in linear transconductor implementation. The g,,/pd j,i expressions and the ac phase 

arrangements of these three linear transconductors are given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 gsJPdbr for draidsource-biased transconductors 
-- - -  

Current Combination 

-21 

b o f  + blX2 f b2x bj 

The definition of v&iables; andthe coefficients in the power dissipation expressions of the three 
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combinations are given below: 
'dl - vd2 = % 

For NMOS based four-input-MOS draidsource-biased transconductors, the gLICrpdtcis 

expressions are similar to those of PMOS based structures but with the following modifi- 

cations: i) r is now becoming vs, - v,, ; ii) v,, - v,, , va - v, &d va - V, are replaced by 

-(vSz - v,, ) , - v,,) and vd - vJ2 respectively. Due to the simiIarity between NMOS and 

PMOS structures, we will only study PMOS structures in the following context. The 

results obtained for PMOS structures can be modifieci properly to produce the results of 

NMOS structures. 

Looking at the gapdisS expressions in Table 3.4, we see that they al1 have the similar form 

as that of the abstract case 3 in section 3.2. The first and second combinations correspond 

to E = O and = O of abstract case 3, while the third combination corresponds to E = O 

of abstract case 3. Replacing the symbols in eqn.Q.1) by the proper design variables, three 

fowth-order equations can be obtained for the three output current combinations. The 

acceptable solution for each of the three equations is the optimal x of that corresponding 

gac/Pdbs expression. 

Because the g,Rdhs optimization concerns only the absolute value of the ratio, the gJ 

Pdiss expressions of the first and second current combinations can be regarded as identical 

because they are only opposite in sign. Thus the optimization results of these two combi- 

nations are the same. For the third cment combination, it is easy to prove that 

2 vd2 - (YCl + Vc2) - 21 v&I > 0 . Therefore, when > O, the third combination will give higher 

optimal gae/PdisS: when x C O ,  the optimal gCIPdisS of the third combination could be 

higher or iower than the first and second combinations depending on the values of 
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3.4.3 Transconductors with input MO$ operating in mixed region 

In section 2.1.3, we have discussed transconductors which are based on MOS transistors 

operating in saturation and linear regions. In this section and the rest context, we will use 

"input MOS in mixeci regiontt to represent transwnductors in this category. One of the 

commonly used four-input-MOS transconductors of this kind consists of two blocks of 

Fig. 3.3(a) and uses differentid ac input signals. This is shown in Fig. 3.7. 

- - 

7 If, 
Fig. 3.7 Conceptual diagram of four-input MOS transconductor based on Fig.33(a) 

Assume va, = vGS + vid/2,  v,, = vGs - vid/2 . The output curent of Fig. 3.7 is expressed by 

where p = pcox (gMI , vid represents the diflerential ac input signai. Simple derivation 

shows that if % is the same as that of the two-MOS structure (Le., Fig. 3.3(a) ), the g,C 

Ph expression of Fig. 3 -7 wiII be the same as that of Fig. 3.3(a) . merefot-e the maximum 

gQJPirsfor both two-MOS and four-MOS mixed saturated-triodeqemthg transconduc- 

tor structures are @y substimting VA by V&+J 

Employing two Fig. 3.3(b) (Coban 94) structures and using differential ac input signals, it 

is possible to implement another transconductor structure which has four-input MOS tran- 

sistors operating in rnixed region. This is shown in Fig. 3.8. Stn'ctly spealcing, Fig. 3.8 is 
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not a four-input-MOS transconductor. But if only the dominant transistor in each branch is 

considered, it c m  be looked upon as four-input-MOS structure. 

Fig. 3.8 Conceptual diagram of four-input MOS transconductor based on Fig.33(b) 

Assuming al1 NMOS transistors are matched and neglecting channel length modulation, 

the differential output current can be denved as 

The dc power dissipation is expressed by 

where K = p ~ _ z  for eqns.(3.64) and (3.65), V, is the dc gate-source voltage of transis- 
L 

tors Ml and Ml  ', V, is the drain-source voltage of Ml and MI '. OptimUing gCIc/PdaS 

with respect to v, , we get 

and the conesponding optimal gCIpdisS is 

Ifsame v,, is upplîed to Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8, cornpuring eqm.(3.63) and (3.67) we see 
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that Fig. 3.7 gives the higher optimal gCIJPdisS . 

3.4.4 Transconductors with input MOS operating in linear region 

The transconduc tor structure which consis ts of four Ikeady operating input-MOS transis- 

tors is shown in Fig. 2.9(c) and re-drawn in Fig. 3.9. 

Fig. 3.9 Linearly operating transconductor 

Assuming Ml and M 2 ,  M3 and M4 are matched, we can obtain fkom eqn.(2.17) (section 

2.1.2) 

The power dissipation of Fig. 3.9 can be expressed by 

The x,,, x,, and Y,,, Y,,, refer to dc biases on the X and Y terminais. Depending on the 

terminals to which the ac input signals are fed, we will have 

Looking at eq~(3.68) and (3.69), we see that the X variables of the two equations are in 

the same order. We can prove that the gCI,J?'disS c m  not be optimized with respect to Xi. So 
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the optimization of the g,fldd,, can only be performed with respect to Ys. The optimal Ys 

are derived as 

for X-driving cases and 

for Y-driving cases. The feasibility of above optimization results needs to be examined by 

physical restrictions of the transistors. For Fig.3.9, the restrictions are 

Y -  V C X -  V-v,,, and X- Y >  qh 

where Xrefers to x,,. x2,, and Y refers to y, ,, y,,, . 

3.5 Optimizing gaJP~ss for eight input-MO$ transconductors 

Transconductors with eight major input MOS transiston have also been proposed and 

studied in literature. They are mostly gate-biased structures. In this section, we will give a 

closer look at some important eight input-MOS transconductors and find out their optimal 

~oc/pdiss - 

3.5.1 Four-input-MOS based eight-input-MOS transconductors 

In section 2.1.1, we mentïoned CMOS double pair. By replacing the single MOS transis- 

tors in four-input-MOS transconductor s tnictures by CMOS double pairs, eight-input- 

MOS transconductors can be easily implemented. Fig.3.10 shows the diagram of such kind 

of the eight-input-MOS transconductor. Defining 
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the output current of Fig.3.10 is obtained as 

1 CMSP 

Fig. 3.10 Concephial diagram of eight input-MOS transconductor 

2 
In eqn.(3.76) tceq = ( K ~ K ,  

+ & and vtheq = v, + 1 vtpl . Comparing eqn.(3 -76) with 

eqn.(3.39), the similarity can be observed. Therefore, the analyses given in section 3 -4.1 

cm be applied to Fig. 3.10 directly with vtk being replaced by v,,, and K by K, . 

The advantage of using CMOS double pair is that each bias voltage is comected between 

the two gate terminals of a CMOS double pair. Thus a bias voltage can be adjusted through 

any of the two gate terminals. In addition, since the bias voltages are isolated fiom the 

source terminals of the transistors due' to the large gate-source resistance, the potential 

fluctuations of the source terminals will not affect the operation of the circuit as long as the 

gate voltages remain unchanged. Thus the PSRR performance of CMOS double pair struc- 

ture is much better than that of single MOS structures. The disadvantage of using CMOS 

double pair is that the threshold voltage (Le., yChe4) is bigger dian the 4h of single MOS 

structure and hence larger bias voltages and higher supply voltages are needed. These 

drawbacks prevent the CMOS double pair transconductors h m  operating at low power 
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and low voltage environment. So such kind of eight input-MOS transconductors are used 

in the cases when low voltage and low power operations are not of major concerns. 

3.5.2 Other eight-input-MOS transconductors 

There also are eight-input-MOS transconductors which do not have corresponding four- 

input-MOS structure. The transconductances of these eight-input-MOS transconductors 

need to be derived fiom the 1-V relationship of the structures. Fig. 3.1 1 shows the basic 

circuit of the eight-input-MOS structures. 

Assume al1 NMOS transistors are matched and so are al1 PMOS transistors. Using the 

square-law mode1 for the transistors and neglecting channe1 length modulation, we have 

Fig. 3.11 Basic structure of eight input-MOS transconductor 

If the output m e n t  of Fig. 3.1 1 is defined by one of the six combinations in Table 3.6, a 

linear transconductor structure can be achieved. 
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Table 3.5 Output curent expressions of eight input-MOS hear transconductor 

Substituting eqr~(3.77) into the output m e n t  expressions of Table 3.6 and repIacing the 

voltage variables by Xs and Ys of eqn.(3.78), we obtained the voltage expressions of Table 

Table 3.6 Voltage expressions correspondhg to Table 3.5 
1 Current Combinations 1 Conesponding Voltage expressions 

From Table 3.6 one can see that by properly aminging the Xs and Ys, Iinear transconduc- 

tors governed by different ac transconductance expressions can be achieved. 

Czamul and Takagi [29] implemented and analyzed five different linear transconductor 

structures based on a sub-set of Fig. 3.1 1 .This is shown in Fig. 3.12. 

Fig. 3.12 Czamul and Takagi's CMOS differential transconductor ceil 
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The connection of  Fig.3.12 leads to 

The five transconductor types are defined as foIlows. 

1. rouf = r l - I ,  ~ i t h  v,-V, = v,-v, = vC=consr ; 

a = ,  -1, or r,, = r3-rd with rl +I,-1,-I ,  = I, = consr and v,-v, = V, = eonsr; 

b .  = - or rouf = r4-r2 with r, +r3 -1, -1, = rc = consr and V, - V, = V, = consr ; 

m. leur - rI +13 - I z  -14 or I ~ , ~  - X + , - I , - I ~  with ( I ~ + I ~ - I ~ - I ~ v v , - v ~ )  - ( I , - I ~ - + I , J I ( Y ~ -  va) ; 

a 1 = , I - - 1 t h  1, + 1 - I - 1 = 1 = C S  and v, - va = V, = consr ; 

W.b. r,, = r, + 1, - r, - r4 with r, + 1, - r2 - r4 = I, = consr and vl - V, = V, = cons* ; 

According to the definitions of Xs and Ys in eqn.(3.78), we cm replace the output m e n t  

expressions of the above five transconductor types by voltage expressions. 
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V' Similar to N. 

The total dc power dissipation for each transconductor type cm be expressed by 

Having the expressions of output currents and dc power dissip&ons, it is possible to study 

the gaPdi,, of each transconductor type proposai by Czarnul et al. 

1. Assume x, -x2 = ?tv;d , in which n is a constant, we have 

Optimizing eqn.(3.80) with respect to v, we get 

1l.a Assume X, - Y, = nv, or Y, -5 = nvid we have 

1I.b Assume xl - Y, = nvïd or x2 - Y, = nv,  we have 

III. Assume X, - Y, = nvid or x1 -Y, = nv, , we have 
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Eqm(3.86) is monotonically decreasing with V, and increasing with 1, Thus the lowest 

acceptable Vc will correspond to highest gaRdLsS or the highest acceptable 1, will lead to 

highest gQPdBS.  

N. Assume X, - Y, = nvid or Y, -X. = nvid , we have 

Eqn.(3.87) is monotonically increasing with V, and decreasing with 1,. Maximal gCIc/PdisS 

will be decided by the highest acceptable V, or the lowest acceptable 1, 

The above analyses on Czarnul's differential transconductor cells give an example of opti- 

mizing gac/pdiss for eight-input-MOS transconduc tors. Several other eight-input-MOS lin- 

ear transconductors can be implemented by properly setting Xs and Ys in Table 3.6. 

Exhaustively exploring al1 possible eight-input-MOS linear transconductors is possible but 

is going to be too tirne and space consuming. Since our concentration is the fkequency- 

power -efficiency optimization methodology and the procedures of the optimization are 

similar no matter which transconductor structure is studied, so we will restrict our g,JPdhS 

optimization analyses to the transconductor structures which have already been addressed 

by other researchers. 

Instead of employing bias voltages to adjust gCIc/PdisS, some transconductors achieve gaJ 

Pdas adjustment by changing bias currents. Seevinck and Wassenaar [17] proposed a 

transconductor structure as shown in Fig. 3.13. 
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Fig. 3.13 Seevinck and Wassenaar transcondnctor 

It has: VI = V3 V, = Vd VZ=V4 Yb = Vc I3 =~=I6=const 

and the output current is defined by r,,, = r, - I ~  . Employing bias current as the indepen- 

dent control variable, the gCIc/PdiSS of Fig. 3.13 is obtained as 

when ac input signal is defined as V ,  - v, = V, - 

Eqn.(3.88) is a monotonicaI1y decreasing function of lb .  So the hîghest is corre- 

sponding to the Iowest acceptable r, . 

A modified structure of Fig. 3.13 was proposed by Walker and Green[27]. The circuit dia- 

gram is shown in Fig. 3.14. 

Fig. 3.14 Waiker and Green transconductor 
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Assuming y+-+V-+)-(Y,++V_)=O, the output current of Fig. 3.14 is 

The g,pdiSs expression as well as the optirnization result of Fig. 3.14 are the same as 

those of Fig- 3.13. 

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the gadipdisS ratio which reflects the fiequency-power-efficiency character- 

istic of a CMOS linear transwnductor structure has been studied very carefully. The gen- 

eral mathematical expressions of the possible guc/PduS hctions and their respective 

optirnization results have been provided first. Transconductor structures consisting of up to 

eight major input MOS transistors were studied in detail. Their analytical g&PdisS expres- 

sions are obtained and optimized employing the optimization results of general mathemat- 

ical expressions. AU the optimization performed is based on the assumption that the 

objective function is an single variable function and no constraints are required to be satis- 

fied for the optimization. 

However, looking at the analytical gac/pduS expressions obtained fiom most of the 

transconductor structures, precisely, they are multi-variable functions (for example, 

eqm(3.10) is a fknction of VGSl and VGS2) In addition, we have mentioned before that lin- 

earity, noise, etc are aIso very important characteristics of a CMOS transmnductor. There- 

fore a practical frequency-power-efficienc y op timization should involve multi-variable 

search with given constraints. The constraints could reflect the specifications of other 

characteristics such as linearity and harmonic distortion. 

The significance of this chapter lies in the denvation of the analytical expressions for guJ 

Pdks of vanous û-ansconductor structures and illustrating the possibility of improving the 

frequency-power efficiency of a transconductor by selecting dc biases and ac signal phases 
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properly. The optimization results obtained in this chapter are effective for the situations 

that only one bias voltage (curent) of the transconductor is tuned. Besides, the results of 

this chapter c m  also be used as a startÏng point for the more compiicated multi-variable 

constrained optimization method which will be addressed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4 

S irnulations and Experirnent s for frequency- 
power Erriciency uptimzation 1 : 
Uncons trained single variable Op timization 

In this chapter, the go&& characteristic of transconductor stmcnires discussed in previ- 

ous chapters will be analyzed numerically Optimal bias voltages are obtained on the basis 

of unconstrained single variable optimization procedure which has been studied in detail 

in Chapter 3. To evaluate the effectiveness of the numerical results, HSPICE simulation as 

well as experirnents on a test chip are being conducted. In addition, the linearïty character- 

istics of the transconductors at different biasing conditions are simulated and measured as 

weI1. 

4.1 Assumptions used 

In chapter 3 we have shown that the objective function (gCIc/Pd,,) of a transconductor mu- 

ally consists of several bias voltages. Assume n bias variables appear in a func- 

tion. To ensure that the function is determîned by only one of the variables, it is necessary 

to assign fixed values to the other n-I variabIes. In order to compare the optimization 

results among different transconductor structures, the bias conditions used for the 

transconductors of the same category shodd be as close as possible. Table 4.1 lists the 

assurnptions made for the simulations and experiments of the gQJPduS optimizations of the 

CMOS transconductors. The technology considered is Mite1 1 S p m  CMOS technology. 
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Table 4.1 Biasing conditions for the transconductors 

Transconductor 

Two-MOS baianceci 

Two-MOS unbalanced 
Four-MOS balanced 

Four-MOS unbaianced 

Source- biased 

Four-MOS(PM0S) source-biased 

Two-MOS rnixed operating 

Four-MOS mixed operating 

Linearly operating 

For ail phases: Vb=l -6V 1 
phase set 1 : VGs3'l .2V V d . 3 2 V  

phase set 2 : VGS4=2-4V V&.4V 
phase set 3 vGs2=vGs3~.96V VGS4=l -2v 

phase set 4,s: VGS2=VGS3=I 2 V  VGS4=I -6V 
ph= e t  6 : vGS2=l -6V vGS3=vGS4=l -2v 

phase set 7 : VGS2=VGS3=l -6V VGS4=l -2V 
phase Set 8 : VGS2=vGS4=l -dV VGS3=l .SV 
phrise set 9 VGS2=l -2V VGS3=VGS4=l -6V 
vd2=2.5v v c l = v c 2 ~ . 5 v  
V e 2 . W  Vh=-0.72V 

1. * Since Fig. 2.9(b) and Fig.3.9 are rare ly used on their own as  linearly operating transconduc- 
tors, the biasing conditions and the simulation results will strongly depend on the achial structure 
(for example, [28]). Therefore, we will not simulate and test structures of Fig.2.9@) and Fig.3.9. In 
the case that a linearly operating transconductor structure must be analyzed, similar procedures as 
those used by other transconductor structures can be followed. 

From Table 4.1, one can see that for balanced gate-biased transwnductor structures and 

the mixed-operating input-MOS structures, the fixed bias voltages used are 1.6K For 

unbalanced gate-biased structures, most of the cases use either I.6Vor I.2V as their fixed 

bias voltages. However, for Phase sets 1 and 2, the bias voltages are correiated (see 

Appendix A) and hence c m  not be set to arbitrary values; for phase set 3, the variable bias 

voltage Va can not be optimized if the fixed bias voltages used are I.2V and 1.6K Thus, 

bias voltages employed for these phase sets are different fiom 1.6V and I .2K  The bias 

voltages used for two-MOS and four-MOS source-biased transconductor structures are 
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identical. 

4.2 Numerical Analyses 
Employing the analytical formulas obtained in Chapter 3 and the values in Table 4.1, the 

relations between the gCIc/PdiSp of the CMOS transconductors discussed previously and 

the corresponding adjustable bias voltages are showa in Figures 4.l(a)-(e). 

The y-axes of FigA.l(a)-(e) are the absolute g&Pi,, values. The reason of using absolute 

g,PdisS is because the amount of transconductance that can be obtained fiom per unit DC 

power consumption(i.e., transconductance's power efficiency) are the same for (&,.=Pd,, 

is) and (-gac/Pdiss) - 
Due to the usage of absolute gaPdhs, special care should be given while searching for the 

maximum of the m e s .  For transconductors where transconductance changes sign, the 

point that has zero gaPdhS becomes a diswntinuous point. The optimum gac/PdisS of a 

transconductor should be decided by inspecting the absolute gaPdisS curve. Taking Fig. 

4. l (d) as an example, the gCIc/iPdiSS has a maxima at Vdl-Vd2=I. Oi :  However: when abso- 

lute gaPdLsS is considered, the value is monotonically increasing when (Va- VdZJ chang- 

ing fiom -0.W to -I.OK And the values are bigger than the maxima of the non-absolute 

g,pdiss. Therefore, the bias voltage which corresponds to highest gLIJPdisS should be 

close to - L O K  The optimum gaJIPdis and the respective bias value of other transconductor 

categories cm be obtained similarly. 

4.3 HSPICE simulation 

In order to v e n e  the accuracy of the resdts predicted by numerical calculations, circuit 

simulations using HSPICE have been conducted. The technology used is a 1.5 pm CMOS 

technology. For each transconductor structure, at least three different bias voltage values 

are used to show the trend of variation of g,&Pdiss, except for two-input-MOS balance- 

biased structure. The balance-biased two-input-MOS transconductor has only one bias 

voltage variable, and with the assumption in Table 4.1, the bias voltage is fixed. 
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(a) Two-input-MOS 

Fig. 4.1 gaflPdlss of CMOS transconductors 
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(d) DraWSource-biased structures 

Fig.4.l gac/Pdiss of CMOS transconductors(cont>d) 
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(e) Mixed operating Input-MOS structures 

Fig.4.l g,JPdi,, of CMOS transconductors(cont'd) 

The bias voltages, the calculated g o ~ d , s s  and the simulated gCIc/PdiSSs conesponded to 

the given biases are presented in Table 4.2. The optimal bias values and the respective g& 

Phs are represented by bold numbers. From Table 4.2, one can see that most transcon- 

ductors present consistent cakulation and simulation results. However, larger deviations 

(i.e., >IO%) are observed for four-MOS unbalanced structures with phase sets 1 and 3, 

four-MOS source-biased structures of combinations 1&2. The reason is that the gIIPdiss 

expressions of these particular structures are more sensitive to the process parameters, 

especially the threshold voltages of the input transistors. The calculations are based on the 

ideal situations, that is, the input transistors are perfectly matching. Thus, the threshold 

voltage, aspect ratio and other process parameters of each input transistor are having ideal 

values. However, the transistor mdels  used by the HSPICE (level=3) simulator are much- 

more complicated. The threshold voltage and other process parameters of the input transis- 
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tors are non-linearil y related with their bias voltages. Therefore, for certain transwnductor 

structure and under certain bias conditions, the discrepancy between the calculated and 

simulated optimal gac/pdisSs can be more distinguishable. It reveals that for those corner 

cases, the simplified transistor models are not adequate to desnibe the performances of 

those transconductor structures precisely. 

Table 4.2 Calculated, Simalated and measured &ac/Pdiss 

Simulated Experimental Structure 

Two-MOS 1.6 0.25 0.2586 0.24 
balanced 

balanced 
(phase set 1) 
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(phase set 2) 

(phase set 3,4,9) 

(phase set 5,6,8) 

1 .O 

1 -2 

1 .O 

1.13 

1.2 

Z -5 

0.9 
- 

1 .O 

1-2 

1 .O 

1.6 

2.0 

O. 177 

O. 1 

0.294 

0.301 

0.3 

0.265 

0.246 

0.235 

0.2 

0.0588 

0.125 

0.1 15 

0-19 

0-1 

0.22 

O, 141 I 

0.3 

0314 

0.3 13 

0-276 

0.257 

0.247 

0.2 1 

0.0542 

0.129 

0.078 

0.282 

0.288 

0.295 

0.285 

0.236 

0.226 

0.2 

0-1 13 

0.118 

0.1 13 
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Table 4.2 Calculited, Simaiated and measwed &cmdIss (Continued) 

Structure 
- 
Four-MOS 
unbalanced 
(phase set 1) 

1 (phase set 2)  1 2.0 1 0.162 1 0.158 1 0.202 1 

VbiasO 

1 -4 

(phase set 2) 

1.6 

1.8 

Cdculated 
g a p d i s s  

O. 132 

1.5 

1-6 

1.8 

(phase set 3) 

(phase set 4,5,6) 

(phase set 7) 

0.154 

0-147 

(phase set 8,9) 
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Simulated 
gafldiss  

O. 164 

0.165 

0,167 

O. 164 

1 .O 

1.1 

1.2 

1.2 

1.3 

1 -4 

1.5 

2 .O 

2.2 

2.4 

2 -5 

Two-MOS 
source-biased 

ExperimentaI 
g d d i s s  

0.037 
r 

0.177 

0.161 

1.2 

1.4 

1 -6 

1.8 

O, 144 

O. 143 

O. 166 

0.167 

O. 164 

0.414 

0.279 

O. 172 

0.214 

0.2148 

0.2 12 

0.207 

0.055 

0.058 

0.06006 

0.06004 

1.9 

2-0 

2.1 

O- 198 

0,201 

0.204 

0.15 

0.1556 

0.1538 

O. 147 

0,486 

0.303 

0.167 

0.228 

0.2294 

0.227 

0.219 

0.056 

0.058 

0.0589 

0.0585 

0.189 

0.191 

0.189 

0.446 

0.402 

0.352 

0.2 14 

0.2 1 7 

0.221 

0.220 

0.079 

0,0806 

0.0805 

- 
O. 1568 

0.163 

O- 16 

O. 152 

- - 
0.17 

0.175 

0.117 

0.184 

0,1855 

O. 182 

O. 197 

0.2 

0.196 
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4.4 Linearity characteristics 

An important characteristic of transconductors is the range of linear operation. The linear 

Table 4.2 Calculated, 

range of a transconductor is strongly dependent on the operating point, which is deter- 

7 

Structure 

Four-MOS 
source-biased 
(combination 
12) 

FOW-MOS 
source-biased 
(combination 3) 

Two-MOS 
mixed-operating 

Four-MOS 
mixed-operating 
(Fig.3.7) 

Four-MOS 
mixed-operat- 
ing(Fig.3.8) 

Simuiated and measured &JPdlsS (Continued) 

mined by the biasing conditions, of the tmnsconductor. Only when the transconductors are 

VbiasW 

1.5 

1.6 

1-7 

1 -9 

2.0 

2-1 

2.2 

0.6 

. 
0.7 

0.8 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

O -6 

0.7 

0.8 

Calculated 
gac/Pcliss 

0.179 

O. 162 

O. 142 

0.193 

0.1944 

0.191 

0.1 85 

O .4 

0.444 

0.5 

0.4 

0.444 

0.5 

0.226 

0.236 

0.25 

biased properly, they offer linear operation over wider range of the ac input signals. Since 

the frequency-power-e fficiency op timization of a transconductor is achieved by adjusting 

Simulated 
gacJPàiss 

0.1466 

O. 145 

O, 123 

0.184 

0.1856 

O. 182 

0.175 

0.45 

0.52 

0.52 

0.34 

0.412 

0.514 

0.244 

O -26 

0.26 

the bias voltages, the linearity characteristic of the transconductor is unavoidably affect& 

Expenmental 
gacpciiss 

0.153 

0.141 

O. 129 

O. 187 

O. 193 1 

0.1932 

0.19 

0.397 

0.4 12 

0.435 

0.492 

0.5 

0.504 

0.246 

0.248 

0.25 
i 

by the adjustment. If the transconductor which is biased optimally in terms of its gapd,, 
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ratio also has acceptable linearity characteristic, one should always try using the optimal 

biases for the design. However, if the optimal biases cou!d not meet the linearity require- 

ment, one should try using the bias condition which can satise the linearity requirement 

and also provide higher gaRdiss ratio. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the simulated linearity perfor- 

mance of balance-biased four-input-MOS transconductor structures, The x-axis is the 

large signal input voltage. The curves with different symbols (solid line, dash line, etc.) 

correspond to difierent bias voltage values (given by the legends). The y-axes of Fig. 

4.2(a)-(d) depict the percentage nonlinearity In Fïg. 4.1(a), the solid line represents the 

bias condition at which optimal go&, c m  be obtained. One can see that the input range 

in which the nonlinearity is less than 2% at this bias condition is very small. 

Fig. 4.1 (a) also reveals that the linearity of the balance-biased four-input-MOS transcon- 

ductor with phase set 1 is degrading as Vc increases. The best linearity happens at Vc=2.0V 

(the curve represented by the circles). We have hown h m  previous sections that smaller 

V, corresponds to higher gaRdiss In order to obtain higher g,pdisS as well as meet the 

linearity requirement, one can choose the smallest V, from the bias voltages which can 

provide desired linearity for the transconductor . For example, if 1% nonlinearity is 

acceptable for input signal range of (-0.8K 0.8Y). It cm be seen from Fig. 4.2(a) that 

V,=I.IVis the lowest bias voltage which meets the requirernent. Since for four MOS gate- 

biased transconductor with ac phase set 1, the gapdiss increases as bias voltage decreases. 

Thus Vc=i.8V is the best bias voltage among the voltages which cm provide desired lin- 

earity. The solid lines in Fig. 4.2@),(c) and the thick solid line in Fig. 4.2(d) represent the 

optimal bias condition of these three phase groups respectively. By inspecting the graphs, 

the bias voltages which lead to better linearity in figures 42(b) to (d) are 1.4Y O.85V and 

I.6V respectively. 
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-10 1 t I I Y 1 

-1 6 -1 4.6 O 0.6 1 
vin [V) 

(a) Phase set 1 

@) Phase set 2 

Fig. 4.2 Linearity characteristic of balance-biased four-input-MOS transconductors 
(a) percentage nonlinearity of ac phase set 1 @) percentage nonlinearity of ac phase set 2 
(c) percentage nonlinearity of ac phase sets 3,4 and 9 
(d) perentage nonlinearity of ac phase sets 5,6 and 8 
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O 
vin (v) 

(c) Phase set 3,4 and 9 
hbn iinre r i fy  characlerkî ks d ba ta -41-d tou r-lnpul-W3S lia t?xm nd ucb ~~[phasm sd 5,6,û Wb1 bV) 

6.5 0 0.5 
vin CU) 

(d) Phase set 5,6 and 8 

Fig.4.2 Linearity char acteristic of balance-biased four-in put-MOS transconductors 
(a) percentage nodhearity of ac phase set 1 @) percentage nonlinearity of ac phase set 2 
(c) percentage nonlinearity of ac phase sets 3,4 and 9 
(d) perentage nonlinearity of ac phase sets 5,6 and 8 (Cont'd) 
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If the required linearity is 1% in the input range (-lV,IV), one can see that the balance- 

biased four-input-MOS transconductor with phase sets 2 to 9 can meet this requirement at 

their respective optimal bias condition. Thus, by biasing these transconductors at their 

optimal voltages, the desired linearity performance and the highest gaJ.Pd,, ratio can be 

achieved at the same tirne- 

Table 4.3 presents the simdated input linear ranges and the total harmonic distortions for 

al1 the transconductor structures discussed in Chapter 3. Each transconductor is biased at 

the optimal condition so that W e s t  gac/pdisS can be obtained. Consistent to what we have 

observed in Fig. 4.2, the phase sets 2 to 9 of balance-biased four-input-MOS transconduc- 

tor provide wider linear ranges and less total harmonic distortions, (see Table 4.3). By 

studying Table 4.3, it is noticed that unbalance-biased structures generally have poorer lin- 

earity compared to the balance-biased counterparts. This will be discussed M e r  in Chap- 

ter 5. 

4.5 Experimental Measurements 

4.5.1 The structure of the test Chip 

The results given in Table 4.2 showed that the theoretical predictions of the optimal gaJ 

Pdiss comply very well with the values obtained f?om HSPICE simulation. However, 

although the transistor models and process parameters used in HSPICE (level=3) are based 

on empirical measurements, they are not exactly the same as those of a physical device. 

Therefore, the oniy way to prove that the analyses we have done so far are effective is to 

physically implement the transconductor structures we have studied in previous sections 

and measure their gCIc/PdiSS characteristics experimentally to obtain the relation between 

the bias voltages and the gaPdkS ratios. 
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Table 4.3 Linearity characteristic of optimaily biased transconductor structures 

Four-MOS 
(B.1- balance 

B.2-un balance) 

DrsinlSource- biased 

(1,2,3 represents 
combinations 1,2 
and 3) 

Linear Range(2% nonlinearity) 

balanced : -lV - 1 V 
unbalanced: -lV - 0.3V 
B1 set 1 : -O.l6V - 0.16V 
B1 set 2 : -0.6 V - 0-6 V 

131 set 3,4,9: -1.1 V - 1.1 V 

B1 set 5,6,8 : -1.1 V -  1.1 V 
B2 set 1 : -0.5 V - 0.1 V 
B2 set 2 : -0.W - -0.96V 
B2 set 3 : -0.4 V - 0-4 V 
B2 set 4: -0.4 V - 0.2 V 
B2 set 5 : -0.2 V - 0.1 V 

B2 set 6 : -0.1 V - 0.1 V 
B2. set 7: -0.2 V-  0.2 V 
B2 set 8 : -0.2 V - 0.2 V 
B2 set 9: -0.5 V - 0.2 V 

Linear Range(5Y0 nonlinearity) 
- 

balanced : -1.4V - 1.4V 
unbalanced: - 1 -1 V - 0.2V 

B1 set 1 : -0.3V - 0.3V 
B1 set 2 : -0-8 V- 0-7 V 
B1 set 3,4,9: -1.4 V - 1.5 V 

B1 set 5,6,8 : -1.4 V - 1.5 V 
B2 set 1 : -0.5 V - 0.1 V 
B2 set 2 : -0.7V - 0.1V 
B2 set 3 : -0.2 V - 0-4 V 

B2 set 4: -0.3V - 0.1 V 
B2set5 :-0.3V-0.1 V 

B2set6: -0.3 V -0.1 V 

B2.set 7: -0.1 V- 0.1 V 

B2 set 8 : -0.3 V - 0.1 V 
B2 set 9: -0.3 V - 0.1 V - 
two-MOS : -1.5 V - 0.8V 
fou-MOS 1,2 : - 0.1 V - 0.2 V 

four-MOS 3 : -0.6 V- 0.8 V 

Due to the above reason, a test chip was designed and fabncated using Mitel 1.5 pm 

CMOS technology. By using the same technology as that of the HSPICE simulation, the 

test results can be cornpareci with the simulation results directly. 

The test chip consists of three current rnirroxs and six NMOS and PMOS transistors as 

shown in Fig. 4.3. Al1 the six NMOS transistors and the six PMOS transistors are sized 

identicall y. 
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Fig. 4.3 Schematic of the test chip 

Employing the structure of Fig. 4.3 rnakes the design very compact and hence less pins can 

be used. However, a performance issue cornes up with the structure. That is the body effect 

of the PMOS transistor pairs. Since 1.5 prn Mitel CMOS is P-well technology, al1 PMOS 

transistors share the cornmon n-substrate which must be connected to the highest potential 

of the circuit. For the structure of Fig. 4.3, if both current mirror and the PMOS pair 

underneath are needed in a transconductor circuit, the body effect of the PMOS pair must 

be taken into account. We will try to avoid body effect when implementing the mscon-  

ductors. But if it is unavoidable, we will take that into consideration while cornparing with 

the simulation results . 

The structure of Fig. 4.3 has thirty-six termïnals in total. Using a forty pin DIP package, 

each of the thirty-six terminais can be connected to a pin and hence can be extemally con- 

trolled. Two of the extra four pins are used for positive and negative power supply (i-e., 

Vdd and V,). The other two pins are floating. The layout of the test chip is shown in Fig. 
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Fig. 4.4 Layout of the test chip (3008d008micron2 ) 

4.5.2 Experimental results of gaPdkS Optimization 

Using the structure of Fig. 4.3, different transconductor stnichires can be implemented by 

changing the connection among the pins. The bias voltages employed in the experiments 

and the corresponding gapdiss values obtained fiom the measurements for different 

transconductors are presented in Table 4.2. The bias voltages are chosen to be close to 

those used in the calculations and the simulations. 

Comparing the experimental results in Table 4.2 with the calculation and simdation 

results, the experimental optimal bias conditions and gCI/pdisSs of most transconductor 

structures are within r 10% range of the values predicted by the calculation and simula- 

tion. Larger disparities (>* 10w happened for the stnictures which have near threshold 

optimal bias voltage and the structures which are highly unbalanced. When being biased at 

near threshold voltage, the transistor works at the margin of sahiration and weakly inver- 

sion regions. A small threshold voltage variation will make the transistor move from one 

operation region to another. Since both calculation and simulation are based on the satu- 

rated operating transistor rnodel, if the transistor actually operates in weakly inversion 
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region, its physical gCI,JPdisS will be much different fiom the predicted values. For highly 

unbalanced structures, more distortion terms will be presented in the g,, and Pd,, expres- 

sions (see Chapter 5). These ternis are not included in the A C  analysis of the simulations. 

But they do appear in the rneasured results because the measured values are transient val- 

ues which are obtai-ned by inputing a sinusoid signal to the structures. 

4.5.3 Experimentai results of the linearity characteristics for opti- 

mally biased transconductors 

The linearity performance of the transconductor structures of uiterest have been studied as 

well. The assumptions given in Table 4.1 are employed while conducting meanirements. 

The linear ranges obtained fkom the experiments are also given in Table 4.3. Comparing 

the simulated linearity characteristic and the experimental results, one can see that for 

input signals in the range of less than 2% simulated nodinearity, the measured nonlinex- 

ity is less than 5%. This degradation of the linearity is because of the process and environ- 

ment variations, the systematic errors of the equipments and huma.  errors of the 

measurements. 

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter, numerid calculations, HSPICE simulations and experimental measure- 

ments have been conducted to quantitatively study the gIIc/PdiSS and linearity characteris- 

tics of various CMOS transconductor structures. The resuIts obtained in this chapter 

proved that the frequency-power efficiency optimization methodology for CMOS 

transconductor structures is effective. However, when wnsidenng the feasibility of the 

anal ytical optimal resul ts, the linearity performance of a transwnductor needs to be taken 

into account. If linearity perfomiance is used as a constraint for the optimization, 

the optimization results, if exist, will automatically satisfy the linearïty requirements. The 

case of constrained optimization will be studied in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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Chapter 5 

Transconductor Frequency-Power Efficiency 
optimization II: Constrained multivariable 

The objective functions (Le., gaJPdisS) we have obtained in Chapter 3 are based on the 

assumptions that the MOS transistors of the same type are perfectly matched and their 

operations cm be effectively described by the first order transistor rnodels. However, in 

order to describe a transconductor's performance precisely, second order factors such as 

transistor mismatches, channel length modulation, mobility reduction and body effect 

should be taken into consideration. The body effect of a transistor is usually because of the 

potential difference between its source and substrate tenninals. Such effect can be avoided 

by comecting the source and substrate terminais of a transistor to the same potential point. 

This design technique can easily be achieved using modem semiconductor technology and 

hence the subsequent discussions will not include body eEect. In the following, we are 

going to review the gaJPdiSS fûnctions of CMOS transconductors using more accurate 

transistor mode1 s, whic h consider important second order effects, and then p erform the 

optimization on the revised ga,JPduS functions. 

5.1 Second order factors of MOS transistors 

5.1.1 Mobility reduction ( p e f f )  

The mobility of carriers in the channel of a MOS transistor decreases as the carriers' 

velocity approaches the saturation value limited by scattenng. The empirical expression of 

the effective mobility of a transistor is given by [SI 
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where ii, is the low field bulk mobility, e is mobility degradation factor, v,, is the gate- 

source voltage of the transistor. 

5.1.2 Channel length modulation (A) 

The channel length modulation of a MOS transistor is represented by a parameter A.  If A is 

nonzero, the drain curre~t I, will rely on the drain-source voltage v, by a factor of 

I 7 kv,,. The voltage-to-current transfer charactenstics of a saturataï MOS transistor can 

be expressed as 

where vGS = vGS + vg,, is the instantenous gate-source voltage. 

5.1.3 Mismatch (AV, and AK) 

The analyses in Chapter 3 were based on the assumption that transistors of the same type 

are perfectly matched. In fact, no two transistors can be exactly the sarne after being phys- 

ically implemented. The mask layout of transistors can be designed to have the same sizes, 

but when physical fabrication process is concemed, different location on a wafer and dif- 

ferent surroundings of other devices will result in different environment parameters of 

transistors and M e r  will lead to various mismatches among transistors. Even though 

particular Iayout design technique c m  be employed to make the environment of matched 

transistors as identical as possible, random process variation can also cause parameter mis- 

match among transistors. The two important transistor mismatches are threshold voltage 

mismatch and K mismatch. 

Taking the two mismatches into consideration, the current-voltage relation of a MOS tran- 

sistor in saturation or in linear operating region can be expressed as 
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where K = pc,,wa, A V , ~  and LUC represent the threshold misrnatch and K mismatch 

respec tively. 

Eqns.(5.1)-(5.4) express the three nonideal features of a MOS transistor one at a time. If 

the three factors are in effect simultaneously, the 1-V expression of the transistor can be 

obtained by cornbùiing eqn.(5.1) with (5.3) and (5.2) with (5.4) while replacing in the K 

by pefl for al1 equations. 

The influence of these nonideal factors on a transconductor structure is the degradation of 

linear performance. More complicated DC offset and higher order distortions will appear 

in the expressions of ac transconductances of the transconductors. The following sections 

will re-analyze transconductor structures discussed in Chapter 3 using the equations (5.1)- 

(5.4) and denve the analytical formula to describe the linearity of the transconductors. 

Since each nonideal factor affects the linearity of a transistor independently, the overall 

distortions in the ac transconductance of a transconductor can be expressed by the root- 

mean-square of the distortion introduced by each factor. The quantitative linear character- 

istic can then be used as constraints for gC1ripdisS optimization. 

5.2 Optimizing g,JPdh, for two-input-MOS transconductors 

Let us consider the three nonideal factors one by one and find out their corresponding 

effects on the 1-V equation and the dc power dissipation expression of a transwnductor 

structure. 

5.2.1 Gate-biased saturated-operating input-MOS transconductors 

Consider Fig. 3.1. The I , ~ ,  - v, equations with each nonideal factor being considered are 
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given below. 

When mobility reduction is in effect, 

where K = P&~,(W/L). m e n  e ( v G S - T k ) <  i , Taylor series expansion around e(vGSl - v,) 

and e(vGs2 - v,) can be used to replace the two terms in the brackets of eqns.(5.5)-(5.6) 

2 
= K[(vGs, - vrh) - (vGS2 - vfh)2 - e(vGsl - + O(vUn - T ~ ?  - 

Where terms up to third order in e have been retained. 

When channel length modulation is considered, 

When mismatches are considered, assuming vfk , = V, + AV , v,,, = v, - AV and 

K, = K + A K  , 4 = K-AK 

In order to quantitatively descriie how the linearity is degraded because of the nonideal 

factors, we need to find out the dc offset, coefficient of the linear term and coefficients of 
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the second and third order distortion terms for each I,,, given above. Let 

vcsr = vGsl - ~ / 2 ,  = vm - (vid/2)- The dc offsets and the coefficients are listed in 

Table 5.1. For balance-biased case, X, = x2 . Al1 terms of the form -4 can be elimi- 

nated. 

Table 5.1 DC offsets and lst, 2nd, 3rd order Coefficients of the input signals 
(Gate-biased Saturated operating structures; x, = va, - v, x, = v,, - v, ) 

Using long-channel transistors and properly Iaying out the matched transistors, the nonlin- 

earity of a transconductor will rnainly come fiom mobility reduction. If short-channel tran- 

sistors are employed, al1 three nonideal factors become significant. Analysis have shown 

[5] that the square-law and linear models which were developed fiom long-channel tran- 

sistors are inaccurate for short-channel transistors. However, as long as analycical models 

of transistors are existent, the idea and methodology of optimizing fiequency-power ratio 

of CMOS transconductors will still be valid. Certainly, the optimal values obtained will 

Vary for different transistor models. 

Since our primary concem is the effectiveness of the frequency-power ratio optimization 

methodology, it is reasonable to use the well-understood long-channel transistor models 

initially and then extend the analysis toward complicated short-channe1 transistor cases. 

Short-channel effects will be briefiy discussed in Chapter 8. 
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From Table 5.1, one c m  see that the dc offset and second order distortion of balance- 

biased structure are much smaIler than unbalance-biased structure. ïhis  phenornenon has 

also been clearly shown in the simulation resuits in Chapter 4. To reduce (or eliminate) the 

dc offset of the unbalance-biased structure, usually, an identical unbalance-biased structure 

is used. The ac input phases of the second structure are opposite to those of the original 

structure. This modification resdts in the phase set 2 of four-input-MOS gate-biased 

transconductor structure and will be discussed later. Two-input-MOS unbalance-biased 

transconductor is rarely used because of its poor Iinearity. We only use it as a sample for 

the multivariable constrained optimization. 

Generally, for two-input-MOS transwnductors, the frequency-power efficiency optimiza- 

tion problem can be modeled as follows: 

subject to: VUB >x,, X, > ~ L B  

where RX,, x,) =Coef(st)PdisS, Coef(1st). Coef(2nd) and Coefprd) are the coefficients of 

hear  term, second and third order distortions respectively, VLB and VUB are the lower and 

upper bound respectively, n% is desired percentage nonlin&ty. Setting the upper and 

lower bounds are necessary because the transwnductor will not fünction properly when 

the input biases are out of these bounds . 

Assuming the channels of the transistors are long enough (six times minimum feature size) 

and mi smatches among same type transistors are tolerable, the nonlinear tems in troduced 

by channel length moduIation and transistor mismatches can be neglected. Since e is usu- 

ally very small (Le., <O. 1) , we s a .  M e r  ignore second and higher order e tems in 

eqn.(5.8). Substituting the expressions into (5.13), we obtained 
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subject to 

V U B > X , . & >  VLB 

It is a complicated nonlinear optimization problem and a ~ a t l a b @  fhction has been used 

to solve the problem- 

5.2.2 Drain/Source-biased saturated-operating input-MOS transc- 
onductors 

This kind of transconductor structures have adjustable source-biased input transistors. If 

the bulk terminals of the input transistors can not be connectai to their corresponding 

source terminals, the transconductor's lineaity will be greatly deteriorated by the body 

effect of the input transistors. In order to suppress body effect, we should choose proper 

type of input transistors according to the technology available. Suppose n-well technology 

is used, the input transistors then should be PMOS. The reason is that the bulk voltage of a 

PMOS transistor, which is the potential of the corresponding n-well, is controllable and 

cm be set to the same potential as that of the source terminal of the PMOS transistor. Sim- 

ilarly, if p-well technology is used, NMOS input transistors will be preferred. But if a 

NMOS (PMOS) structure must be used with n-well (p-well) technology, nonlinearity 

caused by the body effect of each input transistor must be studied carefully. Table 5.2 

shows the four nonideal factors and their influence on the output current of the drain/ 

source-bi ased transconductor structure with p-type input MOS transistors. 

Using long channel transistors and employing special layout technique to eliminate body 

effect as well as restrict the mismatch and channel length modulation to a tolerable range, 

the transconductor's linearity distortion wïll be mainly resulted h m  mobility reduction. 
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Table 5.2 DC offsets and Ist, 2nd, 3rd order Coefficients of the input signals 
(Source-biased saturated operating structure; Y, - 12, - vc, - IV,~ Y? = ydz - 1 i'rpl ) 

The objective function and constraints are given as 

subject to 

VUB > YI ,  Y2 > VLB 

Using sequential quadratic programming to solve the above optimization problem, optimal 

biasing set (Yl, Y3 c m  be obtained. 

5.2.3 Other two-input-MOS transconductor structures 

In sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 we have discussed another two types of two-input-MOS 

transconductors. The mixed saturated-triode structure has one input transistor operating in 

saturation region and another one in linear region. The linearly operating structure has 

both input transistors work in the linear region. For linearly operating transconductor, even 
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without considenng second order effects, the odd order nonlinear te- exist. These odd 

order nonlinear terms can be cancelled out by properly connecting two such structures to 

arrive at the four input-MOS structure. Because of the poor linearity, transconductor with 

input transistors operating in linear region are rarely used on its o m  unless nonlinearity is 

not a serious concem or extra circuits are employed to compensate the nonlinearity. In this 

section, we will only study the second order effects of mixed saturated-triode transconduc- 

tor structure and defer the analysis of linearly operating transconductor to the four-input- 

MOS structure section. 

Table 5.3 lists the nonideal factors and their effects on the mixed saturated-triode transcon- 

ductor. Using p-well CMOS technology, the body effect of a NMOS transistor cm be elim- 

inated by connecting the source terminal of the transistor to its bulk terminal. 

Table 5.3 DC offsets and lst, 2nd, 3rd order Coefficients of the input signals 
( x =  va-v,) 

1 Nonideal 1 DC offset 1 1st Coeff. 1 2nd Coeff. 1 3rd Coeff. 1 
mobility 
reduction 

The optimization to this transconductor structure can be conducted following sirnilar pm- 

cedures as we have described in previous sections. 

channel length 
modulation 

5.3 Optimizing gafldiss for four-input-MOS transconductors 

Considering second order factors for the input transistors, the output currents and dc power 

dissipations of four-input-MOS transconductor structures need to be revised. Taking each 

nonideal factor into account, eqns.(5.1) to (5.4) should be used to replace expressions of r, 
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5.3.1 Gate-biased saturated-operating input-MOS transconductors 

The diagram of gate-biased saturated-operating transconductor is re-dram as follows. 

Fig. 5.1 Gate-biased saturated-operating transconductor 

When mobility reduction is in effect, we have 

where ira = kc,, ~ 4 2 ~ )  . 

Using Taylor senes to expand eqn.(5.14) around i + e( ) and re-arranging the right side of 

the equation in the increasing order of ac input signal vi, the following approximation i s  

obtained 

In eqn.(5.1 S), a, ... a, represent DC offset, coefficients of linear tenu, 2nd order and 3rd 

order distortion respectively. 

When channel length modulation is considered, the output cment can be written as 

The mismatch of four-input-MOS structure is complicated compared to two-input-MOS 
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structure. Consider the two paired transistors (M1,hK2) and @43,M4). Assume the thresh- 

oId voltages of the w o  pain are v,, rAvI and v, t Ar;, the aspect ratios are s x AK, md 

KI u2, the output curent has the expression of 

Eqyations (5.16) and (5.17) c m  also be modified to the f o m  of ecp(5.15) with different 

expressions of a,. . . O, . 

We have discussed in section 3.4.1 that there are overail 18 ac input phase combinations. 

Different combination will lead to different a, ... a,. It is also well-known that unbalance- 

biased structures will present worse linearity compared to their balance-biased counter- 

parts. This has been clearly shown by the nonlinearity simulation results in Chapter 4. 

Therefore we will focus on the analysis of balance-biased structures and h d  out the a,...o, 

associated with each of the three nonideal factors and tabulate thern in Table 5.4. The 

a, ... a, for unbalance-biased structures are given in Appendix B. The v, s for paired tran- 

sistors are assumed to be equal in Table 5.4. If they are not equal, the results of channel 

length modulation need to be revised. As we have mention4 before, through careful lay- 

out design, the nonlinearity of a îransconductor will mainly result from mobility reduction. 

Therefore, the assumption we have made will not affect our M e r  analysis on the nonlin- 

ear characteristic of transconductors. 

The power dissipations for above four phase sets are the same and can be revised from 

eqn.(3.48) using eqns.(5.1) to (5.4) depending on which non-ideal factor is in effect. Since 

the dc power dissipation only involves dc variables, its modification is simpler compared 

to the modifications on the output current expressions of the transconductors. The modi- 

fied dc power dissipation expressions will be presented in Chapter 6 when numericai sim- 

ulations are conducted, 
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Table 5.4 DC offsets and Ist, 2nd, 3rd order Coefficients of the input signals 

reduction 

( XI - v ~ ~ i s i - v r k  x2 - VW-V~,)  

Channel 
length 
moduiation 

mismatch 

dc offset 

O 

O 
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Mobiliîy 
reduction 

1st order 
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Channe1 
le 
modulation 

Mobiiity 
reduct ion 

Channel 
length 
modulation 

mismatch 

Mobility 

Channel 
length 
modulation 

mismatch 

Having obtained the analytical formulas to describe the nonlinearity performance, we can 

derive the objective furiction and constraints for each phase set and then solve them using 
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cornputer programs, 

5.3.2 Drain/Source-biased saturated-operating input-MOS 

transconductors 

Table 5.5 lists die dc offsets and coefficients of I st to 3rd order ac input signal for the three 

output current expressions in Table 3 -4. 

Table 5.5 DC offsets and Coefficients of lst, Znd, 3rd order input signals for IOut of 
drain/source-biased transconductor ( yl = vdl - vcl - 1 vtpl y12 = vd, - vc2 - 1 vtpl 
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Table 5.5 DC offsets and Coefficients of lst, Znd, 3rd order input signals for Io,, of 
drain/source-biased transconductor ( Y,, = vd, - v,, - 1 Y,I y12 = vdl - vcZ - /vrp[ 

Other four-input-MOS transconductors 

Now we consider transconductors with input transistors operating in non-saturation region 

and both saturation and non-saturation regions. Employing the basic equations of (5.1) to 

2ndCoeff- 
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MOS (Fig. 3 -8) transconductor and linearly operating transcunductor (Fig. 3.9) are given 

in Table 5.6. Since Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 do not have third order distortion term, Table 5.6 

only shows the coefficients of second order distortion t m s .  

Table 5.6 DC offsets and Coefficients of lst, 2nd, 3rd order input signals for IOut of 
draWsource-biased transcondnctor( x = v,, - v, x,, = x, - v,, x2, = x, - v, ) 
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Table 5.6 DC offsets and Coefficients of lst, 2nd, 3rd order input signals for IOut of 
drainlsource-biased transconductor( x = v,,- v, x,, - x, - v, x,, = x2 - v,, ) 

DC offset 

In Chapter 3, we also discussed transconductor structures with eight input transistors. 

Because of the similarity between four and eight input-MOS transconductors, analytical 

expressions of DC offsets, linear terms, 2nd and 3rd order distortions for eight input-MOS 

transconductors can be obtained easily. It will be tedious if we studied al1 possibIe eight 

input-MOS transconductors. So we will omit the detailed analyses on eight-input-MOS 

transconductors in this thesis. When the analytical details of eight-input-MOS transcon- 

ductors are needed, they can be obtained following the same procedures as we have been 

presented for two- and four-input-MOS structures. 

5.3.4 Optimization Using MATLAI3 

Due to the complicity of the multivariable constrained optirnization problem, MATLAB 

programs are created to solve the problems. MATLAB has an Optimization Toolbox which 

provides tools for both general and large-scale o p t i h t i o n  of nonlinear hctions. The 
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Optimization Toolbox contains routines that implernent the most widely used rnethods for 

performing minimization or maximization. It includes several nonlinear optimization 

functions. The function that we used isfniincon.finincon has two algorithm options for 

nonlinear constrained optimization problem [34]. One is called large-scale optimization, 

the other is medium-scale optimization. Large-scale optimization algorithm is applied 

when the gradient of the objective funetion is supplied by the user and if only upper and 

lower bounds exists or only linear constraints exist. Medium-scale algorithm uses Sequen- 

tial Quadratic Progrâmming (SQP) method. It represents state-of-the-art nonlinear pro- 

gramming method. In SQP rnethod, a Quadratic Programming*(~~) subproblem is solved 

at each iteration. An estimation of the Hessian of the Lagrangian is updated at each itera- 

tion using the BFGS formula SQP hm good efficiency, accuracy and higher percentage of 

~ccessfül  solutions, 

Since the MATLABO function fiincon intends to mùiirnize the objective fiction 

. whereas our objective function needs to be mâximized, we first must modify the objective 

function to a minimization problem. By simply inverting * , the original maximization 
Pd,,, 

problem is changed to a minimization problem. It has been known that the ac transconduc- 

tance of a transconductor (g,,) can be positive or negative and our goal is to maximize the 

absolute value of E s .  nierefore, is used as the final target objective function for 
PdiSI 

the optimization. The optimization procedures are: 

1. Initialize e , v, g, and n ; 

2. Define the objective function, constraints; 

3. Set upper and lower bounds for the searching space; 

4. Set starting point x(0) for the search; 

5. Callfinincon ; 

6. If no feasible solution exists for current constraints, increase the acceptabIe nonlinearity 

range and repeat 5. 

7. If no feasible solution can be obtained even for the maximum acceptable nonlinearity, 
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the structure is not optimizable when both guJPdiss and linearity requîrements are con- 

cemed. 

5.4 Summary 

Since linearity is a very important design specification of a CMOS transwnductor, we can 

not optimize fiequency-power efficiency without considering its influence on the linearity. 

In order to obtain both good linearity and high fiequency-power efficiency, the uncon- 

strained single variable optimization method in the previous Chapters has been modified 

to a multivariable wnstraïned optimization algorithm in this chapter. The objective func- 

tion is still gaPdiss. The constraints are on the second and third order distortions of the 

transconductor's output current. The result of such kind of optimization, if exists, will be 

the bias voltages that can provide highest guJ?'di, among al1 other bias voltages which 

meet the linearity specification. To formulate the objective function and the constraints, 

second order effects of two and four input-MOS transconductor structures have been stud- 

ied in detail and the analytical expressions related to each non-ideal factor have been 

denved. The optimization problem can be solved employing MATLAB optimization func- 

tion. 
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Chapter 6 

Simulations and Experiments for frequency- 
power efficiency optimization II: 
Constrained Multivariable Optimization 

Having studied the non-linear factors of various transconductor categories, we will modiS, 

the power efficiency optimization which we have discussed i-n the previous chapters so 

that the lineanty characteristics can also be included in the optimization methodology. By 

doing so, the optimal operathg condition obtained through the optimization c m  not o d y  

provide higher frequency-power efficiency but also achieve the desired linearity character- 

istic, 

The expressions of the objective function and the constraints of the çonstrained multivari- 

able optimization scheme have been defined in chapter 5. We have also mentioned that 

MATLAB programs need to be employed to perform the optimization. In this chapter, we 

will present the op timization resul t s obtained fiom executing MATLAB programs. 

In addition, experiments are performed to measure transconductors' g,,/~,.~ s and the lin- 

earities. The set up of the expenments and the results obtained will be presented as well. 

6.1 MATLAB Optimization Programs 

Unlike the single variable optimization of cbapter 3, it is not necesmy to make assump- 

tions for the bias voltages of a transconductor structure while performing multivariable 

optimization. Al1 the bias voltages are variables and the searching space of the optimiza- 

tion is n-dimension, where n is the number of biases of a transconductor structure. 

In chapter 5, we have mentioned that the objective fünction and the wnstraints of the mul- 

tivariable optimization problem are pre tty complicated. Thus, mathematical tool-MAT- 
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LAB has to be employed to solve the problem. Using MATLAB optimization fimction, the 

program of gate-biased two-input MOS transconductor optimization (mos2-ub-m) is pre- 

sented as an example in Appendix C. 

In mos2-ubm, the mobility reduction factor is assurned to be e = O A M I .  It is a process 

dependent parameter, the smaller the minimum feature size of a technology, the higher e 

will be. For example, en = 0.041 , O,, = 0.1 for a 1.5 pz CMOS technology; en = 0.26, 

e, = 0.18 for a 0.5 pm CMOS technology. Since we have used a 1.5 pm CMOS technol- 

ogy for the simulations and experiments in Chapter 4, we are going to stay with the same 

technology for the simulations and experiments in this chapter-so that the results obtained 

in these two chapters are comparable. 

The objective fùnction in mos2-ub.m is ( P , , , / ~ , ) ~ .  This is because that the optimization 

provided by MATLAB is to rninimize an objective function. Maximizing gapfiSs, which 

is the goal of our optimization, can be implemented by minirnizing its inverse function 

(i.e., P , , , / ~ ~ , ) .  However, ga , /~ , , ,  cm be positive or negative and our concem is its abso- 

lute value, so we took ( P , / ~ , , ) ~  as OU objective fhction. There are two nonlinear con- 

straints are used for the optimization. One of them is the coefficient of the second-order 

nonlinear terni over the coefficient of Iinear term ratio, named DIS2. The other one is the 

coefficient of the third-order nonlinear term over the coefficient of linear term ratio, named 

DIS3. Since both ac transconductance and DC power dissipation can not be zero, the opti- 

mization program also pefiorms feasibility check once a solution is reached. If the solution 

obtained is acceptable, it will be printed out. Otherwise, the information of why the result 

is infeasible will be explained briefly. 

The program also includes a part to modi@ the constraints to some extent. The initial con- 

straints for both distortions are 1%. If no optimal result cornes out, the constraints will be 

adjusted to 2% and the optimization will be repeated. If no feasible optimal result c m  be 

achieved even when the percentage nonlinearity is set to its highest acceptable value, the 

transconductor will be regardecl as non-optimizable when both distortion and ga,/& are 
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considered together. Similar programs can be written for other transconductor structures. 

6.2 g&PdiSS results obtained from analytical calculations, HSPICE 

simulations and experimental measurements 

Anal ytical results cm be O btained through m i n g  MATLA3 optimization programs. 

Take two-MOS gate-biased transconductor as an example. M e r  executing the program in 

section 6.1, the anal yticai results are presented and explained as follows. 

Result of PART ONE : Theoretical graph of the objective fùnction. (not including the con- 

straints). 

Fig. 6.1 Theoretical gpe/Pdiss graph of Two-input-MOS transconductor 

From Fig.6.1, one cm see that it is a 2-D hction. X~ = Val - vth, X2 = VGSZ - Ylh. 

Both XI and X2 are in the range of [O 2.51. Without constraints, the gQfldisS of two-MOS 

gate-biased transconductor is monotonically decreasing when XI and X2 are increasing. 

Results obtained from PART TWO  PART THREE : Optimization process and results. 
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fout = 

0.3044 

iter-num = 

50 

CU " 

1 -0e-07 * 
0.4716 0.0000 

c q  = 

cl 
n =  

0.0100 

n i e  above results show that the optimal biases are VGs1-I;, =O. 7686S VGSr & =O. 4352 J? 

The optimal gapdisS equals to 0 -3 044. The second order distortion (DIS2)=0.4 71 6e-0 7, 

the third order distortion @IS3)=0. 

Following similar procedures, the analytical op timization results for other transconductor 

structures are obtained and listed in the third column of Table 6.1 

Using the analytical optimal bias voltages obtained from MATLAB programs. HSPICE 

netlists are created for each transconductor structure. nie simulated gaPddss are pre- 

sented in the fourth culumn of Table 6.1. 

lo physically evaluate the optimization scheme, the test chip which was described in chap- 

optimal voltages obtained through the optimization programs are obtained and given in the 

last c01umn of Table 6.1. The set up of the testing circuits are shown in Appendix C. 

In Table 6.1, for each transconductor structure, the upper rows in columns 2 and 3 are the 

optimal bias condition and the gaRdiss ratios obtained h m  single variable unconstrained 

optimization(chapter 4), while the lower rows present the same quantities obtained from 

multivariable constrained optimization. It can be seen from Table 6.1 that the three optimal 

to each other for most structures except for the structures which have near threshold opb- 
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mal bias voltages and the structures which are high-y unbaianced. The reason of high dis- 

parity between simulated and experimental results for these two cases have been addressed 

in section 4. 

Table 6.1 Calculated and Simulated (g,JPdis, )s at  Single variable optimums and 
Multivariable Optimums 

Measured 

Four-MOS balanced 
(phase set 1) 1 
(phase set 2) t 
(phase set 3,4,9) t 

1 (phase set 5,6,8) 1 
Four-MOS unbal- 
anced 
(phase set 1) 

(phase set 2) 
- 

1 

1 
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Table 6.1 Calcuiated and Simulated (&JPdt, )s at Single variable optimums and 
Multivariable Optimums 

Structure 

(phase set 4,5,6) 

(phase set 7) 

(phase set 8,9) 

l (set 8) 
vGs 1=2.5 vGs2=2.s 
vGs3=o. 85 6 
VGs4=0.856 
[set 9) I 

l Two-MOS source- l Vdl12.0 vd2'2-5 
biased V, l=Vc2=0.5 V,=-S.5 
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Four-MOS source- 
biased 
(combination 1,2) 

1 

NA 

vdl=l .5 vd2=2.5 
V,, =Vc2=0.5 V,=2 -5 

NA 

o. 153 

I 

o. 179 0.1466 
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Table 6.1 Calculated and Simdated &,$Pdi, )s at Single variable optimums and 
Multivariable Optimums (Cont'd) 

Four-MOS source- 
biased 
(combination 3) 

I 

Two-MOS mixed- 
operating 

1 I 

O, 1856 

vd ,=2.5 vd2=2.5 
V,,=Vd=l .2 Va=-2.5 

Four-MO S mixed- 
op erating (FIg.3 -7) 

I .  NA means that no practical optimal values can be obtained by the optimization procedures. 

Vdl=2-O Vd2'=2.5 
V, =Vc2=û .S Vs,=2.5 

O- 1933 

Vdç=0.8 VGs=I -6 

NA 

Four-MOS mixed- 
operating(Fig.3 -8) 

I- 

Since the expressions of the distortion constraints are obtained specifically for the input 

O. 1944 

0.3859 

V&=O. 8 
VGS I=VGS2=1 -6 

NA 

range of (-IV, +IV), for the structures which have small linear ranges, it is possible that 

0.3375 i 0.35 

0.5 

V,=0.8 
VGSl=VGS2=1 -6 

v&=2 -47 vGSz2.3 16 

the linearity is poorer than the highest acceptable constraints at the input range of (-IV, 

0.5 

+ 1 V). This is the reason that no practicd optimal values are obtained for certain transcon- 

0.52 

0.25 

0.2682 

ductor structures (see the note of Table 6.1). In order to overcome the input range limita- 

0.435 

0.5 14 

tion, the expressions of the constraints need to be made more general. Since the 

0.5 

0.26 

0.26 

optimization methodology and the procedures are the same for al1 the transconductor 

0.25 

0.226 

structures, we will focus on the structures which cm be optimùed using current optimiza- 

tion programs. The modification of the optimization program c m  be addressed as a future 

improvemen t. 
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6.3 Linearity characteristic 

6.3.1 Linearity Cornparison between single variable and multivari- 

able optimization results 

To compare the nonlinearity characteristic of the transconductors which are biased accord- 

ing to single variable optimization results or multïvariable optimization results, HSPICE 

netlists for nonlineanty simulation were created and executed. Fig.6.2. presents the simu- 

lated nonlinearity characteristics of two and four input-MOS gate-biased transconducton. 

For each graph, the x-axis represents the diffaence of the two input voltages. . 

(b) four input-MOS: pbase set 1 

Fig. 6.2 Linearity characteristics of gate-biased four input-MOS transconductor (bal- 
ance-biased) 
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(c) four input-MOS: phase set 2 

(d) four input-MOS: phase set 3,4,9 

Fig. 6.2 Linearïty characteristics of gate-biased four-input-MOS transconductor 
(balance-biased) (Cont'd) 
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(e) four input-MOS: phase set 5,6,8 

Fig. 6.2 Lioehty characteristics of gate-biased four input-MOS transconductor @al- 
ance-biased) 

The y-axis shows the percentage nonlinearity of the transconductance. In chapter 4 we 

have discussed the linearity characteristic of the transconductor structures. Zn chapter 5, we 

also analytically proved that balance-biased structures have less nonlinear terms than their 

unbalance-biased counterparts. Since the even order nonlinear tems are proportional to 

the difference of the input biases, they will cancel out when the biases are equal. There- 

fore, fiom a designer's point of view, balance-biased structures are preferred. 

Since the multivxiable optimization uses linearity characteris tics as constraints for the 

optimization, the feasible results obtained fiom the optimization should satisQ the require- 

ment of the linearity. Compared to the unconstrained single variable optimized transcon- 

ductor, the linearity performance of the transconductor which is biased at the results of 

multivariable constraiiined optimization should be more predictable. 

The constraints employed for the optimization of section 6.1 are : 

second order nonlinear term (DIS2) < 1 % 
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third order nonlinear term @B3) <1% 

If no feasible optimal results can meet these constraints, the constraints can be increased 

up to 10%. The Vbhs listed in Table 6.1 conceptually satise these linearity requirements. 

But because of the simplification of the formulas in chapter 5, the simulated percentage 

nonlinearity of the transconductors can be higher than the expected 1%, as shown in Fig. 

6.2. The formula employed to obtain the nonlinearity h m  the simulation is given 

belowt 131- 

E = (~out-IOut(0)-gm(O)vd)/(g,(O)~d) x 100 

It can be seen fiom Fig.6.2@)-(e) that the percentage nonlinearities at multivariable con- 

strained optimal biases are better for the first two phase sets but worse for the later two 

phase sets. Excepting phase set 1, the noniinearity of each phase set is Iess than 6% if the 

transconductors are biased at the optimal voltages obtained from multivariable constrained 

optimization. Phase set 1 shows high nonlinearity due to the following reasons: (i) The 

ideal optimal biases equai to the transistors' threshold voltage, which are not reachable. 

(ii) The ideal optimal biases result in zero transconductance and zero power dissipation 

which is not practical. Therefore, the actual biases used for the simulation can only be 

approximately "optimal" and hence lead to higher nonlinearity. Comparing with the non- 

lineari hes of multivariable optimal cases, transçonductors biased at the single variable 

optimal conditions have unpredictable nonlinearity. For example, the nonlinearities of 

phase sets 1 and 2 present to be much worse whereas the nonlinearity is much better for 

phase sets 3 to 9. 

6.3.2 Experimental Linearity Characteristic 

To expenmentall y measure the linearity characteris ti CS of the transconductor structures, 

the transconductors are biased at their corresponding optimal bias conditions. The set up of 

the linearïty measurement circuit is also shown in Appendix C. The experimentally 

obtained linear charactenstics of the transconductors which are biased at the multivariable 

constrained optimal voltages are presented in Fig. 6.3 
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(a) Gate-bIased four input MOS trrinsconductor witb phase set 1 

O 

Vin 0 

@) Gate-biased fourinput MOS transconductor with phase set 2 

vin O/) 

(c) Gate-biased four input MOS transconductor with phase set 3 

Vin (V) 

cd) Gate-biased four input MOS transconductor with phase set 4,5,6 

Fig. 6.3 Experimental results of the transconductors' Linearity characteristics 
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V i n  ( V )  

(e) Gate-biased four input MOS transconductor with phase set 7 

-10 1 
- 1 - 0 . 5  O O -5 1 

V i n  ( V )  

(0 Gate-biased four input MOS transconductor with phase set 8,9 

-0 .2  

Vin  ( V )  

(g) DraWSource-biwd four input MOS transconductor (case 3) 

Fig.6.3 Experimental results of the transconductors' linearity 

(con t'd) 

characteristics 
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-30 I 
-1 -0.5 O O. 5 1 

Vin O() 

(h) Mixed operathg four input MOS transconductor of the structure Fig3.8 

Fig.63 Experimental results of the transconductors' linearity characteristics 

(Cont'd) 

Except for Fig. 6.3(a) and (g), the nonlinearïties of the studied transconductor structures 

are varying fiom -20% to +JO% for the input DC voltage range of -1 V to + I  Y: The reason 

that the gate-biased four input MOS transconductor with phase set 1 has very poor linear- 

ity (Fig. 6.3(a)) is as follows. The optimal bias voltages of this structure are d l  close to the 

threshold voltage of the input MOS transistor. Since differentiai input signals are 

employed for the structure, a small negative DC voltage will cause the input MOS transis- 

tor fd l  into weak inversion operating region. We have mentioned before that in weak 

inversion operating region, the draidsource current of a MOS transistor is exponentially 

related to its gate voltage and hence has very poor linearity. 

For drainlsource-biased four input MOS transconductor (case 3), the optima1 gate voltage 

of the input PMOS ûa.nsconductors are equal to I .2K In order to ensure that the input 

PMOS transistors are operating in the saturation region, the differential DC input voltage 

should be lower than 0.6K In addition, since the optimal Va is different fiom Vdd which is 

the substrate potential of the transwnductor, the threshold voltage of the two PMOS input 

transistors which have source voltage of Va are higher due to the body effect (negative 

Vm for PMOS transistor). Thus the input range in which the input MOS transistors c m  
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operate properly is M e r  reduced. 

6.4 Summary 

This chapter presents the numerical and HSPICE simulation results of the multivariable 

constrained fkequency-power-efficiency optimization of the transconductor structures. The 

linearity characteristics of the optimally biased trar.sconductors are studied as well. Exper- 

imental measurements are also wnducted using the fabncated transistor array- It is 

revealed that the experïmented optimal g4C/PdisS ratios are within k 10% range of the sim- 

dated values, However, the measured linearities of the transconductors are much worse 

than the predictions. This is because the transistor models and the formulas employed by 

the optimization programs are simplified. The accuracy of the prediction could be 

improved if more precise formulas are used in the optimization program. Since o u  goal at 

the current stage is to prove the existence of the optimal bias conditions and propose a sys- 

tematic rnethodology for the optimization, developing a more rigorous optimization algo- 

rithm could be an undertaking of the future. 
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Chapter 7 

Applications of Transconductor Frequency- 

On the basis of transconductors (also named the operational transconductance amplifier: 

OTA), many important signal processing systems can be implemented [35]. Among them, 

the transconductor-C (or OTA-C) filters attracted a lot of attentions and have found appli- 

cations in telecommunication, multimedia, consumer electronics, etc. In this chapter we 

shall investigate how the fiequency-power efficiency optimization of CMOS transconduc- 

tors will affect the performance of transwnductor-C filters which are built with the 

transconductors of interest. 

7.1 Frequency-Power-efficiency optimization on Transconductor-C 

filters 

Since higher order filters can be achieved by cascading first- and second-order filters, we 

will focus on the analysis of first- and second- order transconductor-C filters. Figure 7.1 

shows the diagram of first-order transwnductor-C filters. 

(a) LPF (b) 

Fig. 7.1 Fust order transconductor-C filter block 
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The voltage transfer hctions of Fig.7.1 are 

for Fig. 7. l (a) and 

for Fig. 7.1 @). 

The transconductor used in Fig. 7.1 is single-input and single-output structure. However, 

most of the transconductor structures we have discussed in the previous chapters use dif- 

ferential ac input signals and their output signats are also taken differentially. Thus, the 

structures in Fig. 7.1 need to be modified as shown in Fig. 72(a) and (b). 

vo- 
C 

Fig. 7.2 Fully-balanced fvst order transconductor-C frlters 

The transfer functions of the Mly-balanced first-order transconductor-C filters are the 

same as those of eqns.(7.1) and (7.2). 

There are different structures of secondorder transconductor-C fil ters 1341. The diagram 

of the second-order transconductor-C filter that we are going to discuss is given in Fig. 7.3. 

Other kinds of structures can be analyzed similady. Fig. 7.3 achieves bandpass fiequency 

charactenshc at the output port of the last stage. If the output signal is taken at the output 
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port of the third stage, a lowpass fiequency characteristic will be observed The transfer 

functions of the lowpass and bandpass fiIters are given below. 

Fig. 7.3 Second-order transconductor-C fdter 

and 

When considenng cascade of fully-balanced transconductors, an important issue arises, 

that is, output DC offset elimination for each transconductor block. One advantage of 

adopting differential-output structure is to reduce the DC offset of the output signal. Ide- 

ally, the DC offset at each of the two output terminais should be equal and hence will can- 

ce1 out while their difference is taken. However, when loaded by another differential-input 

transconductor structure, the output ofEset at each teminal will act as extra input bias to 

the load transconductor. Therefore the bias condition of the Ioad transconductor will be 

changed from its original setup. This phenomenon becomes more severe when more stages 

are being cascaded and in the end, it will either lead to a malfunctional circuit or a circuit 

that does not f i c t ion  at dl. To overcome the DC offset problem, common-mode feedback 

technique is developed. The pnnciple of common-mode feedback is introducing a negative 

feedback which is controlled by the cornmon-mode signal of the output stage(i.e., the DC 
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offset at each terminal of the differential-out structure). Figure 7.4 illustrates the concept 

of common-mode feedback. 

Structure that 1 1  
needs to be 
stabilized 

CMFB i 
circuit 

Fig. 7.4 Concept of common-mode feedback 

Many dBerent cornmon-mode feedback circuits have been proposed. nie one which is 

most suitable for reducing the DC offset of CMOS transconductors is shown in Fig. 7.5 

[36] and it will be adopted in our transconductor-C filter structures. 

-+-- feedback 

(a) NMOS structure 

é- feedback 

9 
(b) PMOS structure 

Fig. 7.5 Common-mode feedback circuit used by fdy-balanced transconductors 

Another extra circuit that must be included in transconductor blocks when implernenting 

transconductor-C filters is the input-bias circuit. The main reasons of using input-bias cir- 

cuit are : i) simultaneously adjusting biases of muIti-transconductors; ii) preventing ac 

input signal fiom being affected by DC adjustment; iii) cornbining the ac input with the 
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desired DC biases and applying them into the transconductor. The input-bias circuit is used 

to add a dc Ievel shift to the ac signal much Iike the dc level shift circuit in an operationa1 

amplifier system. Therefore, for two-input-MO S transconductors, fwo input-bias circuits 

are used, for four-input-MOS transconductors, four input-bias circuits are needed for each 

transconductor block. Figure 7.6 presents the schematic diagram of the input-bias circuit. 

Vat 

Vref 

Fig. 7.6 Input-bias circuit 

The input of the rniddle transistor (Le., Y,) is pure ac signal for the first transconductor 

block. For the rest transconductor blocks, V, is the output of the preceding adjacent block. 

The DC voltage at the gate of the lowest transistor c m  be extemally adjusted so that the 

DC biases of the transconductor(i.e., Vdc) can be tuned to an expected value. 

Taking common-mode feedback and input-bias into account, the fully-balanced transcon- 

ductor blocks of gate-biased, drainkource-biased stnictures are shown in Fig. 7.7(a)-(c). 

(a) Two-input-MOS transconductor 

Fig.7.7 Wy-balanced transconductor block of transconductor-C filters (con't) 
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(b) Four-input-MOS balance-biased transconductor 

(c) Four-input-MOS drainfsource-biased transconductor 

Fig. 7.7 FuUy-balanced transconductor block of transconductor-C fdters 

The input-bias box of Fig. 7.7(b) consists of four input-bias circuits of Fig. 7.6. The V&of 

two input-biases are comected to Vrefl, the other two are connected to Vref2. The ac input 

to each input-bias circuit is set to v+ or v- depending on the desired input phase arrange- 

ment of the transconductor- The input-bias box of Fig. 7.7(c) consists of two input-bias cir- 

cuits with F&and ac input being Vrefl, v+ and Vrefï, v- rqective1y. Although Fig. 7.7 

only presents three kinds of transconductor blocks, other Ends of filly-balanced transcon- 

ductor blocks can be easily obtained in the similar manner. 

In the following sections, we will study the frequency-power performance of the transcon- 

ductor-C filters on the basis of the transconductor blocks given in Fig. 7.7. Similar analysis 
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cm also be done with respect to other transconductor-based filters but they will not be 

addressed here, 

7.1.2 Frequency-power-emciency characteristic of transconductor- 

C filters 

In order to study the fkequency-power efficiency of a CMOS transconductor-C filter, the 

analytical formulas of -3dB bandwidth (for lowpasdhighpass filters) or fo (for bandpass 

filters) and the DC power dissipation must be derived first. For Fig- 7.2, the expressions 

are 

For Fig. 7.3, the expressions are 

In eqn~~(7.5) and (7.7), the fkequency performance is considered to be extemal-capacitor- 

dependent function. Practically, the CMFB circuits will introcluce parasitic capacitors to 

the corresponding transconductors. Using Fig. 7.5 CMFB structure, the gate-to-source and 

gate-to-drain capacitors will be in parallel with extemal capacitors. Thus the entire load 

capacitance of the transconductors will be bigger and hence the bandwidth or center fre- 

quency of the filters will be lower than those predicted by eqns(7.5) and (7.7). When 

smaller transistors are used for the CMFB circuits, the effect of parasitic capacitances will 

be smaller and the overall fiequency charactenstic of the fiIters should be closer to the pre- 
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dictions of eqns.(7.5) and (7.7). 

Consider the ratio of equations (7.5) to (7.6) and (7.7) to (7.8). They represent the fie- 

quency-power efficiency of first- and second-order transconductor-C fiIters and are 

expressed by 

LLi = g* 
d i d j Ï l r e r  2KCl(nPdirslrrrrnscondilcror + mPbior m P ~ ~ )  

(7.9) 

where c. = c for first-order filters and c = J i ;  for second-order filters; n = ~ 4 . 8  and 

rn = i .2 ,4  for highpass kt-order, lowpass first-order and second-order respectively. If 

c, = c, = c for second-order filters, the expressions of the fiequency characteristic of the 

fi&- and second-order filters becorne identical. In this case, the fiequency-power-effi- 

ciency of the fint- and second-order transconductor-C filters will only be different by a 

constant factor (i-e., 0.5 or 0.25). 

7.1.3 Numerical and HSPICE simulations 

In section 7.1 -2 we have found that the fiequency-power efficiency of a transconductor-C 

filter is proportional to the fiequency-power efficiency of the transconductor on which the 

filter is built This observation implicates that if the fiequency-power efficiency of a 

transconductor can be improved, the fiequency-power efficiency of the filter can also be 

improved. In the previous chapters, we have developed a systematic methodology to opti- 

mize fiequenc y-power efficiency chaxacteristic of several kinds of CMOS transconduc- 

tors. By employing optimized transcunductor structures in the filters, the filters should 

also present optimal fiequency-power efficiency characteris tic. 

To verify the above prediction, three types of CMOS transconductor structures are taken to 

build first- and second-order transconductor-C filters. They are: gate-biased two-input- 

MOS transconductor, gate-biased four-input-MOS transconduct-or and drainkource-biased 

four-input-MOS transconductor. For the first two types of transconductors, balanced DC 
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biases are used. Both single variable unconstrained and multivan'*able constrained optimi- 

zahon results are employed for the transonductors used to implement the filters. To illus- 

trate the existence of optimal fiequency-power efficiency of a transconductor-C filter, the 

frequcncypower efficiency of the filters at non-optimal adjacent biases are also 

exaimined. 

During the course of investigating transconductor-C filters, the 1.5 pm CMOS technology 

became unavailable for fabrication. In order to veri fy  o u .  op timization methodology phys- 

ically, we made a test chip using a 0.35 ym CMOS technology. The following calculations 

and simulations are obtained on the basis of a 0.35 prn CMOS technology parameters. 

The procedures followed to denve the optimal biases of the transconductos are the same 

as those described in Chapter 6. 

Table 7.1 Frequency/Pdt, of optimally biased transconductor-C fdtersl (single 
variable op timization) 

Transconductor 

Four-MOS 
(phase set 1) 

1 st-order LPF l 

1 st-order LPF 

1st-order W F  

2nd-order LPF 

2nd-order BPF 

1st-order J3E'F Vc=0.6 
Vb=l. 6 

2nd-order LPF 

2nd-order BPF 1 

1.6 
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5.278e9 
(5.3e9) 

10.556e9 
(10.6e9) 

2.638e9 
(2.65e9) - 
2.638e9 
(2.65e9) 

0.839e9 
(0.84e9) 

9.235e9 
(9.27e9) 

0.654e9 
(0.65e9) 

0.839e9 
(0.84e9) 
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Table 7.1 Frequency/Pdi, of optimally biased tra8sconductor-c fdter s' (single 
variable optimization) 

Transconductor Filter 

1st-order LPF 
(phase set 2) 

1 st-order fiPF 

2nd-order LPF r 
2nd-order BPF 1 

Four-MOS 1 st-order LPF 
(phase set 3) 

1st-order HPF 

2nd-order LPF r 
2nd-order BPF T 

(phase set 4) 

1 st-order HPF 

Znd-order LPF 

1 2nd-order BPF 

DraidSource- I st-order LPF 
biased (set 1) 

2nd-order LPF 

I 1 Znd-order BPF 
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Table 7.1 Freqnency&,, of optimaDy biased transconductor-C fdtersl (single 
variable optimization) (Cont'd) 

1. The values inside the brackets are obtained by dividing the frequency by the power which is 
consumed by the transconductor-C parts of each filter circuit. 

Transconductor 

Table 7.2 Frequency/Pdt, of optimally biased transconductor-C filtersIv2 
(multivariable optirniza tion) 

Filter biases(V) 

DraidSource - 
biased(case 3) 

I 

v dl = 1-8 
V,=0.5 

1 

1st-order LPF 

1 st-order HPF 

2nd-order LPF 

2nd-order BPF 

Four-MOS 
(phase set 2) 

- 

Numerical 
freq.mOIz/W) 

Transconductor 

Four-MOS 
(phase set 1) 

1 1 st-order LPF 

Simulated 
freq./P 

6.4 le9 
(6-46e9) 

12.82e9 
(12.93e9) 

3.20e9 
(3.25e 9) 

3.20e9 
(3.23e9) 

1 st-order HPF 

1.40e9 
( 1 -42e9) 

3.18e9 
(3.2 1e9) 

0.32e9 
(0.32e9) 

0.93e9 
(0.94e9) 

Filter 

1st-order LPF 

1 st-order HPF 

2nd-order LPF 

2nd-order BPF 

1 2nd-order LPF I 
2nd-order BPF t-- 

biases (V) 

Vc=0.6 
Vb=0.8 
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Numerical 
fieq./P 

0.98e9 
(1 1.93e9) 

1.96e9 
(23.86e9) 

0.49e9 
(5.965e9) 

0.49e9 
(5.965e9) 

Simulaîed 
fieqJP 

0.68e9 
(7.69e9) 

1.95e9 
(23.72e9) 

0.18e9 
(1.84e9) 

0-33e9 
(5.4e9) 
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1. The values inside the brackets are obtained by dividing the frequency by the power which is 
consurned by the transconductor-C parts of each filter circuit. 
2. There are no practical optimal biases can be obtained for the dradsource biased case 3 stmc- 

ture. 

Four-MOS 
(phase set 3-18) 

DrainlSource- 
biased (case 1,2) 

The simulated fkequency-power ratio of the filters are obtained from post-layout simula- 

tion. A lot of parasitic capacitances and resistances are extracted while generating the 

HSPICE netlists of the filters. These parasitic components result in the deviation of the fil- 

1st-order LPF 

1 st-order HPF 

2nd-order LPF 

2nd-order BPF 

1st-order LPF 

1 st-order EPF 

2nd-order LPF 

2nd-order BPF 

ters' aitical fiequencies and the DC power consumptions. In addition, the periphary cir- 

cuits also increase the parasitic capacitances and consume DC power, and hence make the 

V,=0.6 
Vb-0.6 

Vd1=2.35 
V,=i -85 

frequency-pwer efficiency of the filters even smaller. Comparing the op- fiequency/ 

power ratio for single variable optimized structure and multivariable optimzed structure, it 

0.25e9 
(12-7e9) 

0.5 le9 
(25.4e9) 

0.12e9 
(6.35e9) 

0.12e9 
(6.3Se9) 

0.2 1855e9 
(9.27e9) 

0,437e9 
(1 8.54e9) 

0.1 09e9 
(4.63e9) 

0.109e9 
(4.63 e9) 

is found that excluding the impacts of periphary circuits, multivariable optimized smic- 

0.18e9 
(1 1 -54e9) 

0.27e9 
(29.8e9) 

0.06e9 
(3.0 1e9) 

0.12e9 
(6.28e9) 

0.15e9 
(8.13e9) 

0.05e9 
(24- 13e9) 

0 .W9 
(1.89e9) 

0.097e9 
(4.04e9) 

tures present better fkequency-power efficiency. However, since the bias conditions 

obtained from multivariable optimization result in higher DC power cunsumption for the 

input-biasing circuits and the CMFB circuits (i .e., the two peripheral circuits), the overall 

fiequency-power ratios tunis out to be worse. 
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The results presented in this section reveal that by optimizing the gaJPd,, of transconduc- 

tor structures, the fiequency-power efficiency of the transconductor-C fi 1 ters which are 

based on that transconductor can be improved as well. But due to the existence of the 

periphery circuits employed in the filter circuits, the optimal biascs obtained fiom multi- 

variable optimization on the ûansconductors do not necessarily lead to better frequency- 

power cfficiency of the filters implemented with these transconductors. 

7.1.4 Experîmental measurement 

In order to study the impact of the transconductor optimization on the frequency-power 

ratio of the transconductor-C filters, a test chip which consists of four transconductor-C 

filter structures is fabricated using TSMC 0.35 pm CMOS technology. The four filters are 

based on gate-biased two input-MOS transconductor, four input-MOS transconductor with 

ac phase being (+ - - +), four input-MOS clraidsource biased transconductor and mixed- 

operating four input-MOS transconductor respectively. Al1 the four filters are second- 

order BPF fitlers.. The layout of the chip is shown in Fig.7.8. 

7.1.5 Test settings and experimental results 

Since the expected center frequency of the filters are tens of mega hertz, a pnnted circuit 

board is used for testing the filter chip. A 40-pin socket is soldered on the board and large 

capacitors are used to decouple the ac interferences on the DC supplies and biases. In order 

to obtain difTerential ac input, a general purpose transistor array chip MC3346 is used to 

implement singI e input to di fferential output transformation. 
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Fig. 7.8 Layont of the fabricated filter chip (3008x3008micron2) 

The MC3346 is inserted in a 14-DIP socket which is also soldered on the board. The input 

ac signal is generated by a Rhode & Shwartz RF signal generator. The fiequency range of 

the input signal is lOOKHz to 3GHz. The filter which is based on the gate-biased four 

input-MOS transconductor with phase set 2 is tested. The results obtained are given in 

Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3 Measured frequency-power efficiency of transconductor-C filter 
(refl=1.97V Vdd=Vss=2.5V) 

Refl = -1.97V corresponds to 1.6V gate-source voltage of input transistor, Ref2 = -1 .SV 

corresponds to 1.2V gate-source voltage of input transistor. Cornparhg with the values 
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given in Table 7.1, we can see that the experimental optimal bias voltage is consistent wi th 

the simulated result. However, the measured power dissipation is much more than the sim- 

ulated values. This could because that the measured power dissipations include the power 

consumed by the pads. And since four filters are integrated on the chip, there may have 

some parasitic paths which also result in extra power consu~~lption. The center frequency 

obtained by the measurements are much higher than the simulated values. This may 

because what we observed is 2nd harmonic of the acbial center frequency. It is also noticed 

that the transient response of the filter's output showed some distinguishable distortaions 

at some frequencies. Since the design is not self-testable, it is difficult to figure out the 

exact reason of the distortions. Either morc diagnostic measurements need to bc cocductcd 

or a new filter chip which includes self-testing mechanism needs to be fabricated. 

7.2 Applying frequency-power eff~ciency optimization to a 
transconductor-based system: Case study 

It is known that the goal of a circuit design is to achieve certain specifications. Thus a 

design process usually start fiom a set of specifications. For a transconductor design, the 

important specifications include the range of transconductance, power dissipation limit, 

area limit, linearity, noise figure, etc. In addition, tunability is also a desired feature. In this 

section, we will use a particular transconductor structure [27] to show step by step how the 

proposed fiequency-power efficiency optimization technique can be fit into a design flow 

and its influence on the design specifications of the system built with the trans~onducto~ 

7.2.1 The transconductor structure 

Figure 7.9 is the transconductor structure that is going to be used in the case shidy. Frorn 

Fig. 7.9 one can see that it consists of two series CMOS-pairs. Assume transistors of the 

same type (NMOS or PMOS) are sized identically, the output current and power dissipa- 
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tion expressions of Fig. 7.9 can be denved as eqns.(i.lO) -and (7.1 1). 

Fig. 7.9 Transconductor structure for the case study 

'ouf = =edVc7i ' l v ~ 4 ( - C ~ ) v ~  

2 
'disr = Ke,&( ' ~ i  - 1 - ( cp 21 ) - %) 

where K~~ = KI$,, r v, = v,, , + 1 vrp21 + vfn, + 1 vtp41 . The tramconductance of this lin- 
(& + &J2 ' 

ear transconductor is - 

The structure shown in Fig. 7.9 does not have body effect because the source-bulk voltage 

of each transistor is zero. In order to obtain zero offset for zero input signal, the following 

condition must be satisfied, 

Without body effect, al1 NMOS transistors have the same threshold voltage and so do the 

PMOS transistors. Thus eqm(7.13) bewmes zero, which means that v,, = -vG4 . Let 

v,, = -v,, = v, The ,,/ph of transconductor Fig. 7.9 has the expression of 
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Obviously, eqr~(7.14) is a monotonicdly decreasing function with respect to & and the 

lowest applicable value of v, is zv:/z. 

7.2.2 The design flow 

Take the filter design given in [37] as an example. The goal is to design a bandpass filter 

with center-frequency of 4MHz and bandwidth of 800KHz. The passband npple is 0.5 dB. 

Analyses showed that the nominal operation of this filter can be achieved by an eighth- 

order Chebyshev bandpass filter. The circuit can be built by cascading four second-order 

transconductor-C bandpass sections. The nominal pole frequencies and Q factors (fP#î4Hz, 

Qi, i=l, ..., 4) of the four second-order bandpass sections are 3.5807/23.9, 3.8090/9.83, 

4.1 586D.83, and 4.4237/23 -9, respectively. EmpIoying the same filter architecture as 

given in [38] (re-drawn in Fig. 7.1 O ) ,  the transfer function of each constituent second order 

bandpass filter is given in eqn.(7.15). 

Fig. 7.10 Diagram of second-order transconductor-C bandpass nIter 

gm and The center fiequency and the Q factor of filter Fig. 7.10 are Q, = - 
4- 

Q = gm - Asruming c, = c, = I ~ F  , the and pmp for each second order bandpasr 
g m ~  - g m  
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section are denved and Iisted in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4 g, and g , ~  for biquad BPF sections 

1 section 1 1 section 2 1 section 3 1 section 4 1 

Now the task becomes : find the proper transistor aspect ratio (W/Q to achieve expected 

transwnductance. According to eqn.(7.12), except aspect ratio, which is independent fiom 

the technology, the transwnductance also depends on the K, and ZV, , which are process 

related parameters. Therefore, before choosing aspect ratios for the transistors, the tech- 

nology parameters need to be specified first. The whole procedure of implementing the 

eighth-order bandpass filter is shown in the following flow-chart. 

Obtain (W/L)s for 
MI-M4 

Build the four second 

Simulate and revise 

Build the eight-order 

End 

Transconductor design Filter design 

Fig. 7-11 Filter Design flow 

In Fig. 7.1 1, the third step, where VG for M 1 and M4 are defined, is  where the optimiza- 

tion methodology can fit in. 
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7.2.3 Theoretical calculations and HSPICE simulations 

According to the design flow of Fig. 7.1 1, we first choosc I -5 p r r  CMOS tzchaology to do 

the design. The process parameters are obtained as 

Assume [3p = t~(3~. We found 

The total threshold voltage rv, of the transconductor (see Fig. 7.9) equals to 3.137K In 

section 7.2.1 we have found that the VG, which will lead to best g , ~ p , _ ,  is 1.5685K In the 

following, we will choose two different VG to design the transconductor and compare the 

power wnsumption of the eighth-order Chebyshev filter which is based on the transcon- 

ductor. Since the supply voltages us& by the original paper are is V, we keep the same 

value for our analysis. 

First trial, using v, = 2v and n = 2 (for eqn.(7.16)). Table 7.5 shows the calculated W/L 

ratios which correspond to the transconductances in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.5 Calculated aspect ratios for the transconductances in Table 7.4 

Choosing L=3u for al1 NMOS and PMOS transistors and doing HSPICE simulation, the 

simulated transistor aspect ratios and their corresponding transconductances are listed in 

g,: (W/L),= 1 -796 
(W/L),=3 -492 

gmQ: (W/L)< 1.8 7 1 
(W/L),=3.742 

Table 7.5. 

g,: (W/L),=2 -085 
(W/L),=4. 17 

gmQ:(w/L),=2-298 
(W/L),=4.596 

g :  1 9 1 
(W/L)p=3 -82 

gmQ:(w/L)n=2- 1 
(W/L),=4.2 
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Table 7.6 HSPlCE simulated aspect ratios and corresponding transconductànces 

When above simulated aspect ratios are used to implement the second order BPF sections, 

it is found that the location of the center fiequency of each BPF is lower than the expected 

value. This is mainly due to the existence of the input parasitic capacitors of the input tran- 

sistors. These parasitic capacitors are, in effect, parallel with the external capacitors (Cl 

and C2). Thus the effective capacitance of the filter becomes higher than the designed val- 

ues. This phenornenon will be more obvious when larger transistors are used for the design 

as shown by the second trial. In order to achieve expected fiequency performance, the 

transistors' aspect ratios are increased fkom the original ones to raise the transconduc- 

tances. Table 7.6 gives the modified aspect ratios and the center fiequency of each second 

order BPF section. 

Table 7.7 Transistor aspect ratios and the center frequency of each section1 

1. fo represents expected center kquency of each BPF section. f,, is the simulated center fre- 

section 1 

g,: (W/L),=2.07 
(WL),=4. 1 4 

g m ~ :  (W/L)n=2. 1 5 
(w/L)*=4 -3 

quency of each section. 
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section 2 

g,: (W/L&=2.2 17 
(W/L),=4.434 

gmq:(W/L),=2.45 
(wL&=4.9 

section 3 

g,: (WL&=2.44 
(WlL&=4.88 

gmQ: (Wn),=2.69 
(W/L)p=5.38 

section 4 

g,: ( W K k 2 . 5 9  
(W/L)p=5. 1 8 

gmQ:(WKh=2-697 
(W/L),=5.3 94 
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Implement the eighth-order filter by connecting the four sections in the sequence of : sec- 

tion ?->section 3->section 1->section 4 The renwn that this seqiience ic adnyt~ci is  to 

reduce the interna1 noise contributions of the filter (Le., the section with lower values offo 

and Q should precede that with highcr valucs in the cascade connection [37]). The simu- 

lated center fiequency and the bandwidth of the eighth-order Chebyshev filter is 

/, = 3 . 9 8 ~ ~ ~  and B w = 6 5 0 ~ ~ .  The total simulated power dissipation is 532.8 I3u W: The 

sirnulated fiequency-power ratio of the eighth-order Chebyshev filter is 

/,/P,,, = 7.5 x I O ~ H Z / W  . 

Now we take the fiequency-power efficiency optimization of the Fig. 7.9 transconductor 

into consideration. We have found in section 7.2.1 that the best VG for this particular 

transconductor is ~ , / 2  = 1.5685V. In order for each transistor to operate in proper region, 

we take v, = 1.6~ for the second trial and expect that the eighth-order Chebyshev filter 

based on this trial will consume less power dissipation than that of the first trial. 

Using equd aspect ratio for NMOS and PMOS transistors ( i-e., n = I ), the aspect ratios of 

the transistors in the îransconductor of each section are shown in the first row of Table 7.8. 

Table 7.8 Calculated aspect ratios for the transconductances in TabIe 7.4 

While doing HSPICE simulation, it was found that the threshold voltages of NMOS and 

PMOS transistors are changing yith the adjustment of transistor widths. This can be 

explained by the effective threshold voltage formula used by HSPICE(1eveM) simulator, 

that is [38] 

section 1 

g,: (W/L)=36.8 
gmQ:(W/L}-38.34 

gm:(WL)=14.12 
gmq:(WIL)-14.66 
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section 2 

g,: (W/L)=39.14 
gmq:(W/L)=43.126 

gm:(WL)=14.94 
-(W/L)=16.33 g,~- 

section 3 

g,: (W/L)=42.736 
gmq:(W/L)-47.084 

g m : o = 1 6 . 1 9 7  
g,~: (WL)=17.72 

section 4 

g,: (W/L)=45.46 
gmq:(WL)=47.36 

gm:(WL)=i7.15 
gm:(W/L)=17.8 15 
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where rr, is the zero-bias threshold voltage of a large device, y is body effect factor, is 

surface inversion potential, q is static feedback factor for adjusting the threshold. I;, is the 

source-bulk voltage, f ,  and /, are parameters that describe short-channel and narrow- 

channel effect respectively. I, is a fùnction of effective channel width. It is the source of 

the dependency of threshold voltage on the channel width. In Fig. 7.9, the bulk terminal of 

each transistor is connected to its source terminal so that al1 transistors have zero-bias (Le., 

- O v). So eqn.(7.17) can be simplified as vsb - 

When substituting channel length of 3 pm into eqn.(7.17), for the 1.5 prn CMOS process, 

the short-channel term is found to be 0.02734 V and 0.03079V for NMOS and PMOS tran- 

sistor respectively. The narrow-chamel term has the expression of o.i5538w( w,- o. 1279 1 

and 0 . 1 7 8 1 / ( ~ ~ -  02179) for NMOS and PMOS transistor respectively. The third term is 

much less than the other three terms and hence is neglected in the following threshold volt- 

age estimation. 

Assuming Iarge channel widths are used for the transistors, the tenn associated with the 

narrow-channel effect in eqa(7.18) becornes vex-y small. The total effective threshold volt- 

age of NMOS and PMOS transistors are 0.813V and -0.697V ùistead of 0.8404V and - 
0.7281 Y: Therefore, the analyticd predictions obtained on the basis of ~ v , / 2  = 1.5685 V, that 

is, 5, = o . ~ ~ M v ,  vtkP = -0.7281 Y, are invalid. Substituting eqn.(7.18) (excluding the third 

term) into the g, expression, we derived a new set of transistor aspect ratios for achieving 

desired ac transconductances. The results are listed in the second row of Table 7.8. If the 

channel widths are not large enough, for example, the values obtained in trial one, the nar- 

row-charnel term in eqn(7.18) has the value close to that of the short-channel term. 

Therefore, the deviation of the total effective threshold voltage fiom 5, is srnall. This is 
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the reason that the theoretical predictions obtained for trial one were dose to the simula- 

tion resul ts, 

The aspect ratios obtained fiom simdation are given in the first row of Table 7.9. Similar 

to the first trial, the aspect ratios we have found from transconductor anaIysis do not pro- 

vide the desired center fiequency when the wrresponding second order BPF is imple- 

mented. The revised values of aspect ratios which can meet the required filter center 

fiequemies are given in the second row of Table 7.9. 

Table 7.9 Simulated aspect ratios for transconductors of each section 

section 1 

g,: (W/L)=18.7 
&~:(W/L)=19.4 

, 

Comparing the two sets of aspect ratios, the difference is remarkable. This is because the 

transistor widths are large for the second trial- Since a transistor's intrinsic parasitic capac- 

itance is propotion to its area, the large transistor width results in bigger parasitic capaci- 

tances, which are in parallel with the extemal capacitors. These large intrinsic parasitic 

capacitance greatly increased the total capacitance of the filter [37] and hence reduced the 

center frequency of the filter by a large amount. In order to keep the center fiequency at 

the desired value, the ac transconductance must be increased fiirther and this is achieved 

by using even wider transistors. When the extemal capacitors are dominant, the relation 

between the center fiequency of the filter and the transistors' width is dmost linear, a 

proper set of transistors' widths can be found for certain fiequency value. But if the intrin- 

sic capacitors become dominant, both g,, and c of the filter are in proportional to transis- 

ton' widths. So the fiequency, which is determined by g,,~,,,, will be independent fiom 

transistors' widths and other techniques need to be ernployed to adjust the filter's fke- 

quency. For our design example, the extemal capacitors are remaining to be dominant in 
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Applications of Transconductor Frequency-Power-efficiency Optimization 

the whole tunuig range of transistors' widths. That is why we can obtain the desired center 

fiequencjr by ridjusti:lg transistors' widths. 

Cascading the four second order BPF sections in the sequence of (2,3,1,4), a eighth-order 

Chebyshev filter with center frequency of 3.98MHz and bandwidth of 690KHz is 

achieved. The simulated total power dissipation of the filter is 396.548uR Compared with 

532.813~ W of mal one, the power dissipation of the second trial is reduced by 25%. The 

price paid for the fiequency-power efficiency improvement is the increased transistor 

sizes. If the siliwn area of the design is also a specification, one can choose the smallest 

VG among those values that c m  meet the area requirement. By doing so, a higher fre- 

quency-power efficiency can also be achieved for the design. 

7.3 Summary 

In this chapter, the fkequency-power efficiency optimization technique developed by pre- 

vious chapters is applied to a v e v  important transconductor-based analog signal process- 

ing system, that is, transconductor-C filter. First and second order transconductor-C filters 

are discussed. Three transconductor structures are used to irnplement second order filters. 

Analytical expressions and HSPICE simulations were conducted. A test chip is also fabn- 

cated using 0.35 Pm CMOS technology. Test results are also provided in the chapter. 

Anal ysis, simulations and experiments show that by optimizing trans wnductor, the fie- 

quency-power efficiency of the filter can be improved (if not optimized). 

A case study is also given in this chapter. The purpose of the case study is to demonstrate 

how to incorporate the optimization methodology into a design flow. The study also 

clearly revealed that by employing the optimization methodology, the power dissipation of 

an eighth-order Chebyshev filter can be reduced by 25% while the fiequency performance 

retains. The trade-off of the power dissipation reducrion is the area increasing. Thus, care- 

hl decision needs to be made according to the specifications of the design. 
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Chapter 8 

Nonideality Consideration 

The discussions in previous chapters are based on the assumption that the transconductors 

are operating in an ideal environment, that is. the temperature is stabilized at room temper- 

ature, the supply voltages and biases are fixed at the designed values, the noises are under 

tolerable limit. In addition, the geometric parameters as weil as the process parameters of 

transistors are exactly what we have specified. However, in practice, the environment vari- 

ations are unavoidable. For example, the temperature will increase by a certain rate as the 

operating t h e  of electronic circuits increases. And it is impossible to physically imple- 

ment two transistors with exactly the same parameters. That is why the capability of tuning 

is indispensable for an electronic circuit to operate properly. In this chapter, the issues of 

how the nonidealities affect the transconductor fiequency-power optimization technique 

will be studied in a detailed manner. 

8.1 Temperature drift 

An important environmentai variation is temperature drift. Although one can use special 

ways to stabilize the temperature outside of an IC chip, there is no way to control the tem- 

perature inside the chip. Since an IC chip wnsists of thousands of transistors intemally, the 

longer these transistors are operating, the more heat they will produce and hence the higher 

the intemal temperature will be. It has been known that most dc device pararneters of 

MOS transistors change linearly or almost linearly with temperature- For instance, thresh- 

old voltage changes as -2 to -2.5mVPC because of the changes of bandgap, intn'nsic car- 

rier density and junction potentid. The transwnductance element, k = o.spcOc,,(w/~), varies 

by due to mobility changes. Around room temperature, k changes by 0.5 percent/ 

OC[37]. These variations of parameters will definitely change the absolute values of the ac 

transwnductance and dc power dissipation of a transconductor. Our concem here is how it 
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is going to affect the ratio of g,Cp,,s and the optimal value of the controlling variable (Le., 

x )- 

8.1.1 Theoretical analysis 

To find the temperature-induced changes of g,,/p,,, , the partial differential equation of 

g , c / ~ d i s i  with respect to temperature is considered. 

To obtain the temperame coefficients of ac transconductance (agu,/ar) and dc power dis- 

sipation (a~,,/a~), one needs to select the transconductor structure first. We will take bal- 

ance-biased four-input-MOS transconductor structure (phase set 3) as an example. Other 

transconductor structures can be anal yzed sirnilarl y. The gac and pdbS of bal ance-biased 

four-input-MOS hanswnductor have the expressions of eqns.(8.2) and (8.3) respectively. 

Differentiating eqns.(8.2), (8.3) with respect to T, we get 

a 
= -2 to -2Sm V I O C .  So the temper- where ~ ~ - O . O O ~ K / ~ C  around rmm temperature and - 

aT 

ame coefficient of the ac transconductance becornes 

and the temperature coefficient of the dc power dissipation is 
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Eqr~(8.7) shows that the power dissipation of the studied transconductor has negative tem- 

perature coeffkient. Substitute eqns.(8.6) and (8.7) into eqnX8.1). one cm see that the 

temperature coefficient of ga,/~diss wuld be positive or negative depending on the temper- 

ature coefficient of g,, . From eqn.(8.6), we see that the value of - is dete-ned by the ar 
values of dc biases Vc and Yb. 

The above analysis showed that the absolute value of the transconductor's g a p ,  will 

Vary as the environment temperature varies. However, as long as the shape of g a p , ,  

remains unchanged, the differences of the absolute values are not very significant for our 

optimization methodology. But the variation of the controlling voltages which are needed 

to obtain optimal g,,/p,,, is more important for the optimization technique. The reason is 

that if the values of the controlling voltages which correspond to optimal gac/pdiSs are 

changed remarkably, they may be out of the physically acceptable voltage range. Thus an 

originally optimizable structure becomes non-optimizable due to the temperature drift. So 

we are hoping that the optimal controlling voltages of a transconductor are not too much 

sensitive to the temperature variation. For most voltage-biased msconductor structures 

we have discussed previously, their transconductance and DC power dissipation expres- 

sions are similar to eqn.(8.2) and eqm(8.3). If transistors of the sarne type are sized identi- 

cal1 y, their g a p d f S ,  s wi11 be independent of the Ks. Therefore the temperature coefficients 

of the optimal controlling voltages of these transconductors will only rely on the tempera- 

ture coefficient of threshold voltage (v, ). nius the variations of the optimal wntrolling 

voltages c m  be predicted by substituting the proper threshold voltage value into the corre- 

sponding f o r d a s .  

For transconductors whose g,,/p, depend on both aspect ratio (K)  and threshold volt- 

age(~,), the relation beîween optimal gaC/p,,, and temperature drift cm be analytically 

predicted by obtaining eqn.(8.1) for the corresponding structure and then substituting 
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Nonideality Consideration - = - o . ô ~ s ~ ~ c  and = -2 to -2sm Y/OC into the expre&ons. The impact of temperature aT - aT 

drift on the gacd~~ldi , ,  opfimization could be critical or non-critical drpznding on the struc- 

ture of the transconductor. 

Since the dependency of the optimal bias condition on the temperanire drift of a transcon- 

ductor structure can be analytically predicted, the optimization methodology will still be 

valid even with temperature drift. To include temperature drift into the optimization 

scheme, the aspect ratio ( K )  and the threshold voltage(v, ) in the objective function (Le., 

~JP,) have to be represented as temperature dependent variable (instead of the con- 

stants). 

8.1 -2 HSPICE Simulation 

A HSPICE simulation is carried out to shidy the optimal wntrolling voltage at different 

operating temperature. Balance-biased four-input-MOS transconductor structures and sin- 

gle variable optimization procedure are employed for the simulations. The optimal con- 

trolling voltages at three different temperatures are obtained and listed in Table 8.1 . 
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O 

25 
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Table 8.1 Optimal controlling voltages at different temperature 

i 

Transconductor 

Phase set 3.4,9 

For phase set 1 and phase set 3,454 the theoretical optimum presents at the threshold volt- 

age of input NMOS transistors. The drifi of threshold voltage with respect to the operating 

temperature c m  be clearly seen fiom the simulation results and is consistent with our 

approximation (Le., -2--2.SmVfoC). The optimal v,s of phase set 2 at different tempera- 

ture agreed with the calculated results very well. Since the optimal v, of phase set 5,6,8 

equals to the bias v, and is independent fkom the threshold voltage, it does not change 

with temperature variation. 

Phase set 5,6,8 

8.2 Process Variations 

TemperatureCC) 

O 

25 

Process variations refer to the deviations of transistor parameters from their designed val- 

ues due to the variations of semiconductor fabrication process. The most obvious process 

variations are geometrical variations. The charinel length, width as well as the thermal 

oxide thickness between the polysilicon gate and the channel of a transistor will not be 

exactly the values as a designer specified. They are usually varîating within certain range 

of the designed values. The statistical variation-ranges are different for different process 

technology. The influences of the process variation on a MOS transistor's performances 

are the drifts of threshold voltage, mobility, (WL) ratio and the static drain current (&). In 

Chapter 5, we have discussed mismatches of threshold voltage and K (Le., ~c,,( W / L  1). 

Optimal controlI ing 
V~~ 1 

0.88 

= 0-85 
i 

75 

O 

25 

75 
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These mismatches, in fact, are the results of process variations. The tabIes presented in 

Chapter 5 showed the second-order effect of mismatches on dif3erent CMOS transconduc- 

tor structures. Now w e  will study the statistical effect of process variations on the g,pdî , ,  

charactenstic of CMOS transconductors. Still, we wi1l use balance-biased four-input-MOS 

transconductors as example. 

8.2.1 Monte Car10 Analysis 

The statistical variations of the geometrical values can be modeled by Monte Carlo analy- 

sis. Monte Carlo analysis uses a random number generator to create several kinds of statis- 

ticd distribution fùnctions. Assume that the process variations of the critical geometric 

parameters (Wefi Le$ and the threshold voltages of NMûS and PMOS transistors have 

Gaussian distribution functions and the relative variations are around 5% of the nominal 

values. Fig.8.1 illustrates the distribution of g , , ~ ,  vems the choice of the bias voltage 

v-1- 

Fig. 8.1 gaJPdlss versus process variations 
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iœtaid Iiriibn 

(c) phase set 3,4,9 
nirtrtd Irian 

(d) phase set 5,6,8 

Fig.8.l gsJPdlu versus process variations (Cont9d) 

In Fig.8.1, the solid lines of (a),(c),(d) and the dash line of (b) correspond to the gaC/pdis5 of 

the transconductors at optimal biasing conditions. It can be seen that although the absolute 

value of p,,/pdU, changes with the process variation, for any specific physical implementa- 

tion (Le., the parameters are fixed), the ga,/p,_ optimization methodology and the results 

obtained in previous chapters are still valid. 

8.3 Noise analysis 

8.3.1 Theoretical analysis of transconductors' noise feature 

The simplified noise mode1 of a MOS transistor at low and medium frequency is given in 

Fig.8.2. 
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Fig.8.2 Noise model of MOS transistor 

where ln2 is the total noise current spectral density. The ecpation of in2 in Fig.8.2 includes 

thermal noise ( 4kT(2/3)gm ) and flicker noise ( kg:/( W L C ~ ~ )  ). g,,, is the transconductance of 

the transistor [38], [SI. Replacing MOS transistors in transconductors by the model of 

Fig.8.2 and then draw the small signal equivalent circuits for the transconductors (see 

Fig.8.3), we can obtain the output noise current spectral density for different transconduc- 

tor structures. In Fig.8.3, input transistors are assumed to be N-type and curent-mirror 

type of active load is employai for saturated operating transconductor structures (i-e., the 

input transistors of the transconductors are operating in saturation region). 

In Fig.8.3, gmo and g,, are drain-source conductance of NMOS and PMOS transistor 

respectively, g,, is transconductance of PMOS transistor, i i  and < are noise current spec- 

tral density for NMOS and PMOS transistor respective1 y, I: is noise voltage spectral den- 

sity and it depends on the structure of the transconductor. For Fig.8.3(a), 

For Fig.8.3(b), 

-2 .2 -2 -2 2  -2 -2 2 ' 
v, = ( 1 , i + b 2 + z p ) k m p + g , o i  + g R O z f g p o )  = ( i d  f i R 2 + ;  P ) gmp ' 

For Fig.8.3(c) and (d), 9: can be expressed by eqns.(8.10) and (8.1 1). 
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Fig.8.3 SmaU signal equivalent circuits of gate-biased transconductors for noise 
consideration : (a) Two saturated input-MOS structure @) Four saturated 
in put-MOS structure (c) Mixed input-MOS structure (Fig.3.7) (d) Mixed 
input-MOS structure (Fig.3.8) (e) Triode input-MOS structure 

From Fig.8.3 and equations (8.8) to (8.1 l), one can observe that the noise spectral densities 

of the transconductors are functions of large signal hansconductance (g,,, ). Since g,,, is pro- 

portional to the opedng point of a transistor, which is determined by the dc bises of the 
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input transistors, the noise level will change when adjuskg dc biases of a transconductor. 

In order to niinimizc output noise current spectral density, it is desirable CO have smaller 

gm. However, optimal bias condition does mot necessarily correspond to minimum gm , and 

besides, for practical application, certain amount of g, needs to be reached for a transcon- 

ductor to achieve its specifications. Thus, a transconductor usually has non-minimum 

noise. T'herefore. for those transconductors whose optimal bias voltages c m  lead to mal1 

gm 9 the noise effect is also reduced. But the pnce paid is that to achieve certain value of g, , 

larger transistor sizes are needed. For the transconductors whose optimal bias voltages cor- 

respond to bigger gm , the noise effect is increased. But the advantage of such transconduc- 

tors is that small transistor sizes can be used to meet the gm requirement. 

In addition to the noises of transistors, there are noises fiom the positive and negative 

power supplies and other periphery circuits, such as the biasing circuit. As far as power- 

supply-induced noises of gate-biased trarisoonductor structures are concerna if designed 

properly, the power supply reject ratio (PSRR) can be made very hi@. For structures with 

lower PSRR, such as draidsource-biased trzmsconductor, they are better to be ernpIoyed in 

the applications that noise is not a great wmcern. The effect of penphery-circuit-induced 

noises can be equivalent to an input noise voltage sources of input transistors. Further, the 

input noise voltage source c m  be reflected t a  the output of the transistor and then included 

into the output noise current spectral density 

8.3.2 HSPICE Simulation 

Sirnulating noise performances of gate-biased transconductor structures around their 

respective optimal biasing condition, w e  obtained the relation between output noise cur- 

rent and the fkequency range of the input ac signal as s h o w  in Fig.8.4. 
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Fig.8.4 Noise performance of transconductors using small signal models in Fig.8.3 

Because the circuit structure and the bias condition used are similar for Fig.8.3(a)-(d), their 

output noise current characteristics are very close to each other. The Fig.8.3(d) has distinc- 

tive structure and bias setting, therefore showed different noise charactenstic. ObviousIy, 

wider input signal fiequency range will lead to higher output noise current. 

8.4 Short-channel/Narrow-channel consideration 

All analyses and simulations of the preceding chapters and sections are based on transis- 

tors with longer charnels. With the development of semiconductor technology, deep sub- 

micron level feature sizes are becomXng available. The shrinking feature sizes make very 

high density integration to be a practical task. However, as the sizes are reduced, many 

second order factors, which were ignored by large feature-size circuits, m u t  be taken into 

consideration. 

A short-channel device refers to the device which has channe1 length (L) not much larger 

than the sum of the source and drain depletion widths. A narrow-channel device refers to 

the device which has channel width (W) not much larger than the depletion region depth 
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under the gate [SI- Both short-channel and narrow-channel devices need to be studied 

using two-dimensional analysis becausc a significant part of the electrical field lines have 

components dong both x and y directions CS]. Thus modeling of short-channel and narrow- 

channel devices are more cornplicated than modeling of longer and wider channel devices. 

Many aspects of a device are affectai when its channel length or width is decreased. The 

most signi ficant effects associated with shofi- or narrow-channel devi ces are: mobil ity 

degradation, reduced rd, (or channel length modulation) and hot carrier effects [38]. In 

chapter 5, we have discussed about the case of mobility reduction. This is taken care of by 

modifjhg the constant mobility by an effective mobility pe,, which has the expression 

of h/(i + e va), where e is a process determined parameter and v,, is the gate-source 

voltage of the transistor. This modification is effective for long channel transistor model. 

When short-channel transistor is used, because of velocity saturation effect, the degrada- 

tion of mobility is no longer linear. More complicated formulas are required to accurately 

describe the changes of mobility. The reduction of transistor's drain-source resistance (rd,)  

for short- or narrow-channel transistor will make the channel length modulation to be 

more trouble-some and hence the Iinearity of a circuit will be degraded. Hot carrier effect 

is related to high electric field and is caused by the high energy electrons or holes (hot 

electrons or holes) which cm enter oxide and are trapped in oxide. Such hot c h e r s  accu- 

mulate with time and gradually degrade the device performance, such as increase the 

threshold voltage and decrease the conbol of the gate on the drain current [SI. Therefore, 

after some tirne, the performance of the device will be unacceptable. 

The frequenc y-power-efficiency optimization methodology can a h  be applied to short- 

channel-device based electronic circuits. But the equations employed to descnie the cur- 

rent-voltage transfer charactenstic and the s e c o n d d e r  eEects must be modified using 

short-channel device d e l .  Due to the complication and inaccuracy of short channel 

device model, the optimization task will never be easy to do manually Cornputer-aided 

analysis will be the only way. 
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Since our work here is to illustrate the feasibility of the fiequency-~ower-efficiency opti- 

mizürion methodology, to be on the safc side, we would like to see it works for long chan- 

n d  devices which are understood well and modeled accuratcly. Therefore dl thc 

theoretical analyses and the HSPICE simulations we have conducted in the previous chap- 

ters are based on long channel transistor models. The channe1 length of the transistors are 

chosen to be at least 6 times minimum feature size. n i e  transistors of the fabricated chips 

are also designed to be long channel (Le., at least 6 times minimum feature size). 

This chapter discussed the practical nonideal issues and their influences on transconduc- 

tor's fiequency-power efficiency optimization methodology. HSPICE simulations are used 

to illustrate the effects of those nonideal factors quantitatively. This chapter also explains 

that on the purpose of evaluating a new optimization methodology (Le., ~,JP,,,), conser- 

vahve designs are employed. 'Iherefore short-channel or narrow-charnel effects which are 

usudly associated with more aggressive designs cm be ignore. and simple long-channel 

transistor models are used for al1 analyses in this work. 
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Conclusion 

A novel performance evaluation criterion, that is, the ratio of p,,/p,_. is proposecl to 

describe the frequency-power efficiency charactenstic of CMOS transconductors. 

Transconductoa with input transistors operating in different regions were analyzed in 

terms of their gac/~dÏss  in a detailed manner. It was found that at certain biasing status, the 

g,,/pd,,, s can be optimized. The optimal biasing conditions of different transconductors 

were derived analytically and venfied by numerical calculations, HSPKE simulations as 

well as experimental rneasarements. 

On the basis of transconductor optimization, a more complicated transconductor-based 

analog system - transconductor-C filter was studied. Analyses showed that by employing 

the transconductor optimization technique, the fkequency-power efficiency of the 

transconductor-C filter can also be improved if not optimized. HSPICE simulations and 

experimental tests were also performed. The test results were not satisfactory. 1t could 

because of the influence o f  various parasitic factors, such as the parasitic capacitance and 

resistance introduced by the pads, parasitic paths among different filter structures and so 

on. Since the testing issue wasn't taken into consideration while designing the filter chip, 

the exact reason of the discrepency and the distortions could not be pin pointed. A care- 

fully designed self-testable filter circuit needs to be developed in order to obtain a success- 

h l  test chip. 

Other important design issues, such as the impacts of environmental variations, noises, etc, 

were also examineci for the optimization methodology. 

The proposed frequency-power efficiency optimization methodology revealed the feasibil- 

ity and importance of improving analog circuit's performance-power efficiency, such as, 

frequency-power efficiency for transconductors (which has been discussed in this thesis), 
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gain-power efficiency for operational amplifier, bandwidth-power efficiency for filters, 

etc. By taking the performance-power efficiency into consideration, a circuit cm be 

designed not only satisMng the required specifications but also providing higher perfor- 

mance-power efficiency. For example, when many biasing conditions can meet the 

required specifications, the one which wÏ1l lead to highest performance-power efficiency 

of the circuit should be a good choice. Generally speaking, introducing the concept of per- 

formance-power efficiency gives designers more insight into the designs so that when they 

have some fkeedoms in designing a circuit, they can conveniently tune the design to better 

performance direction instead of randomly picking up a value. 

This thesis covered most of the important issues of frequency-power efficiency optimiza- 

tion of CMOS transconductors. Future work will include 

- investigating other transconductor-based analog systerns; 

By applying the optimization methodology to various transconductor-based analog sys- 

tems, the effectiveness and the limitation of the scheme can be firrther examined. Thus, the 

algorithm of the optimization can be improved to provide better results. 

- extending the methodology to short-channeWnarrow-channel circuit implementations; 

By doing so, the newly developed transconductor structures which are based on state-to- 

art technologies can also be optimized using the same concept. 

- developing a CAD routine to enhance the automation of transconductor design; 

This is an analog design automation issue. Ifwe can quantitatively describe the main per- 

formances of transconductor structures, such as, transconductance, linearity, power dissi- 

pation, etc, we can build a knowledge-based transconductor library. When the design 

specifications are given, one or more transconductors can be chosen by companng the per- 

formances they can provided with the performances required. If the penormance-power 

efficiency of each transconductor is also stored in the lib- it can be used for us to pick 

up a structure with higher performance-power efficiency. 

- applying the optimization methodology, including the multivariable optimization 
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scheme, to other important building blocks, such as OPAMP, current conveyor, etc., to 

obtain higher performance-power efficiency. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A 
Optimal b 

ductors 

P h h g  No. 

I & 2  

ias voltages for unbalance-biased gate-biased four-input-MOS transcon- 

independent Case 

v - - 
Cs4 1 opr - (vGsI - v&,f- z vrh ) * J(vcsl - vdif-- + (vGsl - l2 

V difn opr = ("1 : ' G S ~ )  - 

v = -11 + J(-s, - vlh )' -i b2 + .= + 2 
CS1 Iopr 

Y - - -s2 + J(-#l - v C e 2  + d2 + t 
GSZlopr 

Y 
- 

Cs3 1opr 
- -1, + J(-*, - VrJ + a= + 2 + 3 

v - - -a4 + - V )I + b2 4- =2+ 
GS4 1 opr d 

Dependent Case 

'I OP; - I V -  Y - 

=;+a2 

7 z ( ydWi2vrhPrh  * ' f -  
(a: + a:) 
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Appendix A 

Optimal bias voltages for unbalance-biased gate-biased four-input-MOS transcon- 

ductors 

Indcpendcnt Case 
- 

- - * _  
v 

GSI lopi 

v 
GS4 1 opr 

Dependcn t Case 
* 
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-- .- - .- 

Optimal bias voltages for unbalance-biased gate-biased four-input-iMOS transcon- 

ductors 

Phs ing  Yo, Independent Case 

15 & 16 . .  . 
GSI (opr  

-0, - 7- b- 7 c- 7 d- 

I 1 

* In this case, the dependency c m  be assumed between any two of 

- 

Dependent Case 

example, one c m  assume vGs, = av,,, and v,, = pvGSa or val = aVGS3 and v,, = $Y,,, 
with ~g f3 being equal or unequal . Given an assump tion, the optimum results can be easily derived 
according to case 2 of section 1. However, the optimum results wili be different with different 
assumptions. Therefore no general results can be given in the table. 
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Appendix B 

Appendix B 
lst, 2nd and 3rd order coefficients of vid for Four-MOS unbalance-biased transcon- 
ductors 

- 

Second 
Order 
factor 

mobility 
reduction 

Coefficient for vid 
Coeffic 
ien t for 

 id^ 
Coeffïcien t for vid2 

mismatches 

mobility 
reduction 

mismatches 

mobiliry 
reduction 

mismatches 

mobility 
reduction 

mismatches 

rnoclifying set 4 coefficients by: V4 replaces VI, V3 replaces V2, V1 replaces V3, V2 replace 
v4 

same as unbalanced Two MOS coefficients 

rnodifjring set 4 coefficients by: V3 replaces VI, V .  replaces V2, V1 replaces V3, V2 replace 
v4 

modifiing set 8 coefficients by: V3 replaces V1, V4 repIaces V2 
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reduction 

mismatches 

eK,, (B-A +D-E) - 
2 

a a - u b  
2 

A'Y 
GSl - t h  'GSZ - 'th 

D E  v ~ s - V t h  E' v ~ ~ 4 - v t h  

Kn(A-B +D-&-2dvt , -2A5b)  

+ AKb(D + E + 2 A 5 )  + %(A + B )  

O 

O 



Appendix C 

Appendix C 
%w0%0/0%%%0/00/0%%%%%%0/0%%%%%0/0%%%%%%%%%%Y0%0/00/0%0/0%%%%0/0%%%%%0/00/00/00/0%%0%%Y0%%0/0 

% Multivariable optimization for Two MOS Unbaiance-biased transconductor 

YO Ning Guo 

%oOoYo0/o0/00/o0/00/00/o0/00/o0/o0/o0/o0/00/0oO0Y00/o%~o0/o~o~oYo%~oYo%~o~o~o9~~~~~~o~o~o~o0/o~o0/~0/o0/o0/oYovo~o0/o%Yo%0/o~o?~Yo?o 

Objective function : 

P@J=(-theta*X(l )A3+X(1)A2)+(-theta*X(2)A3+X(2)A2)*4 *(-Vss) 

go-(-3 *theta*X(I y2+2*X(I))+(-3 %1eta+X(2)~2+2*X(2)) 

min f(X)=P(X)A2/g(X)A2 

subject to: W=X<=Vdd 

-theta*X(l)A3-X(l)A2-theta*X(2)A3+X(2)" /= O 

constraint: DIS2=abs(NumI m/Denl m) < nO/o 

'3% Numl 0 = 3  *theta*(X(l)-X(2)) 

?4 Deal(X)=4*(X(I )+X(2))-6*thet~i*(X(1)~2+X(2)~2) 

% DIS3 =abs(Numo/Dengc))<m% 

% Num(X)=theta 

% DenOC)=Denl(X) 

% X(I)=Vgs 1 -Vth X(2)=Vgs2-Vth 

% Pdiss/Gar-(vdd-Vss)*sqrt(f(X)) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
% //////////////// PART ONE : Obtain îhe theoreticai graph //If////// 

%----- Constants Vih=0.8V Vdd=Vss=2SV --- 
VSS = -2.5: 

n = 0.01 ; % initial value for the percemage error 

th = 0.041 ; % initial value f i  the theta 

% Plot 3-D graph of GadPdiss finiction 

for i = 1:1:25 

counti(~ = i; 

a = O. 15;  

for j = 1: 1% 

countjQ> = j; 

b = O.lLj; 

gp 1 (i j)=(2*(a+b)-3 *th*(aA2+bA2))/(10*((a"2+l); 
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end 

end 

mesh(coimti,countj,gp 1 ). 

xlabeI('1 O*XI'): 

ylabel('1 O*X2'); 

ziabel('GadPdiss(X1 .XZ)'); 

@d; 

% ///Il///////// PART W O  : Op timization ............................. 

O/-,- &undS - - - - - - - -  
VLB = [O.Ol,O.OI]; % Lower bounds X>0.01 

VUE3 = [-Vss,-Vss]; % Upper bounds X<-Vss 

Oh---- Initial guess ------ 
xo = [0.01,0.01~; 

%---Define global variabIes ---- 
global th 

global n 

O/&----- Objective hct ion (M-füe)---- 

type m2u-objfun 

%---- Constraints Function (M-file) 

type du-confirn 

O/o,-- Set optimhtioa options:----- 

% Turn off the large-scaie algorithms (the default) 

% and turn on the Display of resuits at each iteration: 

options = optmiset('largeScale','off ,'Diçplay','itcr'); 

% We have no hear equalities or inequalities, so pass C] for those arguments 

[~ai,~tflag,ou~~t]~mincon(~m2u,obffnn'~0,[],[1.~.[l,VLB,VLTB,'~u~conZnn',opU01~); 

O/&--- Show curent x and conÇtraints 

X 

[CU, cueq] = m2u_confùn(x) 

?&--- ModifYing the constraints to get an acceptable result--- 

wbire ((max(cu(1) ,cu(2)~n+O.O 1))&(n<-0.1)) 

global n 

n = ntO.01; 

[x~d,~t0.g,output]~mincon('m2u~objf~*~0,~,(j1~,[],~,VUB,'mZu,cod~'~ptlo~); 

X 

[CU, cueq) = m2u-confùn(x) 

-- 
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end 

O?---- Checking the nonzero propc.rrty of the denominator ------- 

if (abs('m2u_numt)c=le-04) 

disp('Error: Zero Denominator!'): 

e k  

.?/O----- Checking the feasibility of the resulu ------ 
if (~(1)>=2.81~(2p=2.8) 

disp('0ut of upper bound'): 

eiseif (x(l)<O[x(2)4) 

disp('0ut of  lower bound'); 

eise 

disp('terminate success M y  '); 

end 

% ///////////// PART THREE : Printout the resuits ...................... 

O/o******* Thesoldonis: **f'***************f********+***r*r* 

X 

%******* The fiinction vaiue at the solution is: ** *********** 

fout = 1/(5*sqrtCfial)) % fout=(g/P) 

%******* The total number of function evaluations is:*********** 

iter-num = output.funclormt 

Ofo******* The value of =-traint *****kt*****++**+********** 

[CU, cueq = m2u_confiin(x) 

n 

end 
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Appendix D 

Appendix D 

1. Test circuit set up for multivariable constrained transconductor optirnization 

Figure D-1 illustrates the testing set up and the connections between the test equipments 

and the test chip. 

DC Voltage Source 

DC Voltage Source 0 

Figure D-1 Transconductor g,JPds, testing set up 

In Figure D-1, TL082 is used to invert the ac signal corning fiom signal generator so that 

differential ac inputs can be achieved. The reason that v+ aiso uses the output of TL082 is 

to make v+ and v- tenninals present similar input impedence. The transconductance 

equals to the difference of the two output ac voItages dividing the load resistance. The DC 

power dissipation is obtained by measuring the DC current and then multiplying the cur- 

rent by the supply voltage (i-e., 2.54-2.5)=5V). 

2. Test circuit set up for linearity measurement 

Figure D-2 illustrates the test circuit set up employed for measuring the linearity character- 
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istic of various transconductors. 

DC Voltage Source 

DC Voltage Source 

DC Voltage Source 

Figure D-2 Testing circuit set up for Linearity measurement 

TL082 is also used to provide differmtial DC input signai. The input DC signal changes 

fiom - 1 V to + 1 V, the difference between the two output voltages (vmtPr+ - v,,.,-) are 

measured. The tramconductance can be obtained by dividing the output voltage difference 

by the Ioad resistance- 
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